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Buckley-Kenealy To Talk
On Integration Problem
To Debate In Gym

On April 16 At 8:30
By: LEN SOHL1n':RG

The Senior Class of Fairfield
University· in conjunction with
The Bellarmine Guild will sponsor a debate between ,William
F. Buckley, Jr., Editor,·and Rev.
,Wil1iam J. Kenealy, S.J. on
April 16, 'at 8:-30 p.m. in the
University Gymnasium.
_
The topic of the debate will be
Wll..LIAM F. -IlUCKLE:Y,. JR. "The Integration Problem."

Dogwood Festival Plans
Include Parachute Jumper
Vincent Olivieroand Donald
dniadek announced today that
the Dogwood Festival picnic
will feature Fairfield's own vere
sion of TV's "Ripcord." According to Mr. Gniadek, midway
through the afternoon, two
members of the American Para-

Radio CI ub PI ans
Delaved tTutH Fall

chute Club will make an unorthodox entry into Sherwood Island by jumping from an estimated height of 1,000 feet and
free-falling until the last possible second. Then they' will
open their parachutes and land
on a predetermined target.
One of the jumpers will be
·Mr. Chuck Carney, a member of
the Class of 1963, who has been

;a~:~~~\~;r~~y-diVingfor

the
Additional details for the
(Cont'd on Page 7, Col. 4)

By GENE MASSEY

The Radio Club has been
forced to postpone the operation
of WVOF, the Fairfield UniYersity radio station, until next
semester. The principal reason
given for this delay was the inability of the club to secure a
transmitting room. Fred Visco,
President of the club, stated:
"The Administration has promised us a room in Campion next
September and we will begin
broadcasting then."
This delay will give the club
time, during the summer, to
correct remaining problems. The
transmitter that the elub possesses must be modified, and
technical experiments must be
run to. produce th.e best possible
receptIOn. Mr. VISCO WIshes to
check the safety features and
feels that to insure good service,
the program cannot be rushed.
WVOF has been recognized by
various recording companies and
is presently receiving complimentary records. The station recently became affiliated with the
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System providing it with college
news, lectures, and programs.
Presently the Radio Club is
looking for audio equipment
and soundproofing materials. Mr.
Visco wishes any student having
associations in these fields to
contact him.

Mr. Buckley is the conserva- is a member of the 'Bar of the
tive Editor. of the National Re- District of Columbia and the
view, and a noted lecturer and State of Massachusetts 'and is
author. Rev. William J. Kenealy, admitted to practice in the S(1S.J. is a past professor at Boston preme Court of the United
College Law School, visiting States and, the C9urt of Military
professor of Law at Loyola Uni- Appeals. He earned 6 battle
versity, and a leading Catholic ,stan while serving as a Lieut.
spokesman on race relations.
(Cont'd on Page 7, Col. 3)
Mr. William Buckley has at- .
I
tracted attention not only as
Editor of the National Review.
~6
and by his best selling. books
"God and Man at Yale" and' l
"McC3.rthy and His Enemies"
but also as a lecturer and debator on television, radio and on
Members of the Class of 1962
college campuses. "An unabash- are p.ioneering a new type of
ed conservative" according to Senior Class Gift. The Class Gift
Hugh A. Mulligan of the Asso- this year will not come from the
cia ted Press, "Buckley Jr. in- class treasury nor parent's pocksists that one can question the' etbooks. Rather, each senior, acwisdom of the Supreme Court cording to his' discretion, . has
segregations decision without been asked to make a gift to the
being a racist. that one can op- University, over a period of the
pose the compulsory features of next two and one-half years.
Social Security without being
The plan calls for giving acindifferent to the plight of old- cording to a Six Payment Prosters, that one can express in- gram. The first payment will be
d!gnation against a .visiting So- made in October, 1962; second
VIet ~allet ~roup WIthout bemg and third payment, March and
a PhllIstme..
September, 1963, and the fourth,
Rev. WIllIam J. Kenealy, S.J. fifth
d ' th
t'
is a liberal exponent of intepra- ' . ' . an
SIX
paymen s m
y
tion. Besides teaching Law,o he i;::uar , May and November,

I
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J\'Iay 2 Set For First
Shakesneare l,ecture
By THOMAS O'MARRA

The annual Shakespeare Lecture Ser.ies will begin on Wednesday evening, May 2, Gonzaga
AudditobriumMwith a lecthure delivere
Y
r. Josep
Verner
Reed of the Stratford Shakes-I
peare Theater. Mr. Reed 'will
explain the aims and ideals of
the 1962 Festival, according to
the Rev. John Ryan, S.J., direc'
t or· 0 f th e senes.
Mr. Reed will be followed on
successive Wednesdays by the
Rev. John L. Bonn, S.J., who
will discuss "Richard II," and
by Father John Ryan, S.J., who
will lecture on "Henry IV Part
One."
JUDITH ANDERSON
-----------------------------
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There will be another meeting
of the newly founded Publicity
and Public Relations Club today
at 12:10 in Xavier Hall, room
307. During the course of today's
meeting, students will actually
begin processing material for
newspaper publication.
During the course of the club's
first meeting last Friday, April
FESTIVAl.
6, Ned Call, '62, organizer of this
DEPOSIT
activity, welcomed the turn-out
.Tom Fitzgerald, Financial and stressed the need and posChairman of this year's Dog- sibilities of such an activity,
wood FesJ:ivaL announced to· while Mr. Tartaro, the club
day that package deals may moderator, went on to point out
be reserved with a $5.00 de- specific ways in which members
posit, with the balance not could better promote the name
due until May 1. This new of Fairfield.
Working with the public relasystem was initiated so that
"even those who are not tions office this group will assist
financially solvent at this mo- in seeking out and preparing
ment can reserve the tables data for various hometown
and seats which they prefer:' newspapers. It is expected that
according to Mr. Fitzgerald. all scholastic and extra-curricuHe also stated that all those lar achievements will be for..
who received Dogwood Fes- warded to hometown Sources.
tival bids as Christmas pre- Mr. Tartaro also mentioned that
sents can pick up their tickets certain students, from various
any time at the Xavier Cafe- areas, may be assigned to perIsonally approach newspaper
teria ticket booth.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.:! editors in their horne locality.

I

It has been proven that personal
contact with these sources has
definitely resulted in increased
Fairfield publcity.
Another club endeavour will
be to forward additional Fairfield catalogues to various libraries throughout the country. The
possibility of club members offering their personal assistance
to their previous high-school
counselors was also discussed.
Another topic was increased
athletic coverage.
Mr. Tartaro pointed out that
there is definitely a need in this
organization for men with and
without writing interests .and
talents, because there will be a
great variety of other opportunities. All interested students,
especially underclassmen, are
urged to join this activity. The
work will not be extremely overbearing or difficult, but it will
require sincere and dedicated
students. If one is unable to attend today's meeting, he may
contact Mr. Tartaro in his office
at Xavier Hall or Ned ColI
(L-312) for additional information.

2tpj'7ing

'20~OOO

REV.
W1LLIAM J, KENEALY, S.J.

Fr. J. l .. Bonn,
Mr. J. IJ'IIeureux
On Art of PoetrY
0'

The Arts Forum of Alpha
Sigma Nu will 'sponsor The Art
of Poetry on Tuesday, May 1, at
8:00 p.m., in Gonzaga Auditorium. The program chairman,
Rev. John L. Bonn, S.J., wiU
lead off the evening with a talk
on the subject.
Following Fr. Bonn, Mr. John
L'Heure1.lx, S.J., will read selections of his own poetry. Mr.
L'Heureux has had his work
For the past few weeks a published in many leading per(Cont'd o~ Page 7, Col. 1)
(Cont'd on Page 7, Col. 2)

JudI-th. Anderson Ac· t,s'
'1\ IV- d
')3. In,.;G'7n'1
l'fl.e
ea May i)
1\

By THOMAS R. O'MARRA

On Thursday, May 3, Dame
Judith Anderson and a company
of eight will perform in the
Fairfield University Gymnasium
at 8:30 p.m. This presentation is
being sponsored by the Arts
Forum of the Alpha Sigma .Nu.
Miss Anderson will appear in
two rolls which have earned her
wide acclaim as one of "the best
actresses of our time," Lady
Macbeth and Medea.
Miss Anderson's portrayal of
"Medea" has earned her many
awards. The version of the
"Medea" to be presented at Fairfield is streamlined by the removal of minor characters. This
allows the violent action of the
play to flow more swiftly. Because "Medea 62" is streamlined,
it is possible for the company to
present Lady Macbeth's "Sleepwalking Scene" as a first act.
The drama critics have raved
over Miss Anderson's portrayal
of these roles. According to a

•.

/
'r
spokesman for the. Arts"" FOI'Llm

'
the University is very fortunate
to hav,e Miss Anderson appear
here. The Forum Chairman
pointed out that the gymnasium
appearance is in the tradition
of the ancient theater.
The gym will be professionally lighted and the sound problem will be handled by professional engineers. The Arts For·
urn has been assured of "excellent costuming." A special prefabricated stage and proseniutn
will be installed.
This appearance is part of a
program "to make the fine arts
popular, which. is the avowed
purpose of the Arts Forum.
Student tickets are available at
a 25% discount (one per student)
and it is sincerely hoped that
this event will receive the enthusiastic support from the entire student body," stated the
chairman of the Arts Forum.
All tickets may be purchased
at the Publicity Office in Xavier
or in Xavier Cafetertia.
CONCERT FETES
Tickets will also be sold at
MR'. HARAK APR. 14 the Open Book Shop, 1006 Broad
Street, Bridgeport; D'Andrea's
The Fairfield University Naug- Religious Supplies, 1056 Main
atuck Valley Club will honor
(Cont'd on Page 7, Col. 5)
Director Simon Harak of Derby
at the Fairfield University Glee
Club's 14th annual 'appearance
in Ansonia on Saturday evening,
April 14, at the Ansonia High
TWILIGHT ZONE, a ~ixer
School Auditorium at 8:15 p.m. presented by the Sophomores of
This is Mr. Harak's fifteenth '64, will crowd Loyola Hall
year with the Fairfield Glee parking lot on Friday, May 4th.
Club. The concert program will Chairmen Walt Donnelly, 'Pat
be dedicated to Mr. Harak, and Hurley, and Tom MetUing stated
he will be presented with a ten girls' schools have been
plaque in recognition of his con- contacted.
tribution to the University and
Casual dress and an as yet
the Glee Club.
unnamed Twist band will highThe Valley Club, sponsoring light the affair. Student cost is
this annual "Night of Song," is $1.50.
composed of members from the
If inclement weather prevails,
Ansonia, Derby, Shelton, Sey- the dance will move into the
(Coni'd _ Page 7, Col. 2)
back gym.

SOPH MIXER
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STAG Polls Students' Opinions On Intellectual Apathy
Eug~ne

D. Honan
'62
A.B; Greek Psycho1gy

. ing, for us to get up out of our has influenced' the weaker stuseats and try to "kill it before dents. How much better it would
be for the individual and the
it spreads"· even further.
Directly related to this aspect body of stu'dents as a whole if
of the problem is a remedy. For these fellows had an aggressive,
combating the spread of intel- constructive example to imitate.
lectual apathy, personal ex- In a very short time a noticeable
ample can be as effective as any improvement could be made in
method in correcting an unde- the attempt to combat the insirable condition. Many students tellectual apathy on campus, for
are "followers," not leaders. the formerly weak students
These are the ones whom good soon would become aggressive
,example will influence. It is leaders. Under such conditions,
'retty obvious that the poor ex- apathy would not be able to
"nrle of some on this campus flourish as it has.

. Presuming the fact that this
apathy exists which is. clearly
evidenced at any function dealing with an intellectual nature
the question naturally arises as
to its causes and probable remedy. This seemingly is not only
a problem at Fairfield but almost commonplace in the United
States with notable exceptions,
The crux of the problem, I
feel, lies in. the very society. in i
.
which we bve and ·from WhICh
our values, sad to say, often
arise. So it is that the ends Of:~
educati'on have been submerged I
by the onrush of materiillism I
and egoc~ntr:ic individua.lism. , .'. \
The pursUlt of knowledge IS no i
long~r the desire for the perfec.
tionof man's rational nature,
as such, with all its relationship
to God and man, but has become
a matter of economic necessity
It is a society in which the
artistic and the intellectual are
somehow considered "queer"
and "out of it." Students no
longer see the totality of truth
as being one, good and beautiful. True, Catholic liberal education has too often been sacrificed to the "technocracy". in
which we live. The Catholic
student's mission of responsibility towards his fellow man and
towards his own perfection has
~)l,y Would
been lost sight of. Communist
students, for
instance,
are
0.sweeping ahead in their pursuit
of knowledge for a w,orld cause,
We Catholics have so much
more reason to, for we possess
the truth, but we are asleep
today to our mission and call(4) Start changing our antiJames Davidson '64
(ConYd on Page 7, Col. 5)
intellectualism by becoming
B.S.S. Major: History
leaders.
. 1lee t ua 1 aCLlV1Y
"'t
f
0
T h e mte
Ivan Strenski '65
. (5). Restorat.ion of the liturgy the student body here at FairB.S. (Chemistry)
to gIve our llves a center and
.
Yes, there is a general apathy meaning and to make us a field leaves much to be deSIred.
among the student body in re- Christian community.
Although this malignant condi· I
gard to intellectual activity. But.
tion of intellectual apathy will;
I would not choose the word
Kevin Ecclesine '64
never be completely destroyed,
apathy; a more appropriate word
B.S.S.
Major: English
the causes of and solutions for
,,,"ould be anti-intellectuality.
The general reason most stuYes, I do believe that there this unfortunate situation must
dents are here is relegated to a is an atmosphere of apathy in be exposed for the consideration
dollars and cents value. "I'm the area of student intellectual of the students. After all, we
here so that I can make a buck activity.
have created this particular
"Then I graduate," is the com·
condition, and only we can corThis, apathy shows' itself in rect it.
mon motive for college life here. the attitude that students have
Consequently, there is little in- toward their learning opporIn our own small way, each
tellectual curiosity, sin~e the tunities. Too often the student of us has contributed to the
purely practical can be gleaned
h
.
I
Th e h ufrom a course without effort, wastes time on meaningless growt of -thIS apat lY.
imagination or creativity. There- and unprofitable activity in an man desire to "get something
.
fore, no (few) scholars. There- immoderate way. This "hacking for nothing" burns brightly in
fore, little or not interest in I around" c'an become a serious many of us, and determines the
things of an intellectual nature. impediment to intellectual im- course of our life. Our life here
,The reasons for' this are many. provemen.t when done to excess. at college, consequently, is afTo furnish the reasons let me
Oftentimes the "fun" aspect fected by this weakness. We
make a distinction - a categor- of a college education deludes like to feel that we are accomization; those reasons inherent some of us and we tend to take plishing inuch with little or no
in Fairfield U. and those reasons it very seriously. Your college effort. Mistaking this foible for
exclusive of Fairfield.
education can certainly be the advancement, we tend to sit I
days of your life" and back and relax, feeling that we
A. Reasons inherent in Fairfield: "ha'pipest
.
the individual need of a certain have achieved our goal. While
(1) Poor loeation in respect to satisfaction for a job well done we are resting comfortably, the
intercouse with other college n.Jlays an important role here. apa 'tl'ly d'ISease IS
. sprea d'mg rapsbdents.
'dl
d
d Th e b aSIC
.
Man has a conscience as well I Y an unoppose.
( 2) Lack of cultural activities
. d'ff
3.S a mind, and joy cannot come cause f or thOIS In
I erence, th en,
- a miserable lack.
I from a feeling of wasted time.
.lies in the attitude of the indiB, Reasons exclusive of Fairfield
Another facL of intellectual yidual. The time has come, while
U. - in students:
apathy is not only these signs the school is young and grow(1)
Anti - intellectualism of of la.ziness but the fact that they
A'·"'.erican society, asa whole. . are founded on a .1~,~1; of moti. (2)' Pressure of our middle vation. A re-examination in :this
• CLOTHING
class morality to succeed. (suc- area leads to the a~ouisition of
ceed means making. money.)
'3.n aim and a goal 'which has
• FURNISHINGS
(3) Lack of imagination, a so- meaning to the student ,and
• LEISURE WEAR
ciety of conformists.
,helns in the dispelling of, an
(4) Secularistic notion of work apathetic attitude.
(school work). i.e., failure to see
our physical and mental activiRobert .A. Jorlelt '62.
ties as a direct imitation of
B.S.S.
Major: History
1539 POST ROAD
Christ. Our undertakings - sucI
believe
that
there is an atFAIRFIELD CENTER
ceeding in them. in a positive
way of Christifying matter (c.f mosphere of student apathy 'in
Sen'ing Fairfield since 1948
the area of, intellectual activity
theology of the laity).'
with Fine Men's Wear
as
there
are.
few
who
will
ever
. (5) Pre-college education is
c;ppreciate
intellectual
activity.
aimed at the lowest and slowest
. , . possible scholars are discouraged;
What t~ do:
(1) More stress on what it
means to be a Christian (c.f. B 4)
from
- our job as those endowed
with superior intellects.
(2) Gea!" our society from having money's accumulation as its
SPECIAL DISCOUNT"
primary goal. - Xtianize our
society!
.
$7.00 for TUX AND ALL' ACCESSORIES
(3) Lectures, movies, CUltural,
Free df'livery and pickup.
more communication with otheI
college stttdents. -'- Articles in
,ED 4-1422
1455 MAIN ST.. BPT.
STAG on what other colleges
are doing.
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(Autlwr of "1 Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Manj,
Loves a/Dobie Gillis", etc.)

CRAM COURSE NO.2: BIOLOGY
The grisly shadow of 'final exams looms over us, so today in
this column instead of merry quips and homely saws, you will
find hard facts~quick cram courses to p.elp you through the
ordeal ahead.
Last week I gave you a rapid survey of Modern European
History. Now let us turn to Biology.
Biology is divided into several phyla, or classes. First is
the protozoa, or one-celled animal. All life stems from the one~
celled animal. Over a space of millions of years, life slowly
evolved until today we have animals with as many as 12 cells.
Some larger mammals claim they have 14 to 16 cells, but you
know how larger mammals lie.
The second class of animals is the periphera-a shadowy
category that-borders often on the vegetable. Take, for example,
the sponge. The sponge is definitely an animal. The washcloth,
on the other hand, is definitely not.
Next we come to the arthropoda, or insects. Most people,
of course, find insects fairly repulsive-and yet, if one will but
look, there is exquisite beauty in the insect world. Who does
not remember the lovely insect poems of William Cullen
Sigafoos-such enchanting lyrics as Tumbling Along with the
T11,mbling Tumblebug, Fly Gently, Sweet Aphid, and Gnats My
Mother Taught Me. Mr. Sigafoos has been inactive since the
invention of DDT.
Our next category is the mollusca-lobsters, shrimp, and
the like. Lobsters are generally found under rocky projections
on the ocean bottom. Shrimp are generally fomid in a circle
al'Ound a small bowl containing cocktail sauce. Marlboro Cigarettes are generally found at any tobacco' counter or vending
machine.
';Vhat have Marlboro Cigarettes got to do with biology?
Well, actually, not very much. It must be remembered, however, that the makers of Marlboro pay me for writing this
column, and they are inclined to get surly if I fail to mention
their product.
,
Mind you, I enjoy singing the praises of Marlboro~and
so will you once you try that flavorful tobacco, that fine filter
which lets the t1avor come through undiminished. It is a great
pleasure to smoke Marlboros and a great pleasure to write
about them, but sometimes, I must confess, I find it a bit
difficult to work the commercial into the column. Some years
ago, for example, I did a piece about Alexander the Great,
and, believe you me, it took a heap of stretching to drop in
a plug for Marlboro. the way I finally managed it was to have
Alexander go to the Oracle at Delphi and say, "Oracle, I have
conqu~red the world and tasted all its pleasures, but somehow
I am not content. I know that somewhere there must be a
joy I have not yet experienced." To which the Oracle replied,

,.
",

1:---------------,

Henry's Mens Shop

TUXEDOES

FULTON CLOTHES,

/heft i~ l1f 6ttJtdc/ficl1/tt t!i$tiublLi5kt~61tJt it!/?'
"Yes, Alexander, there is such a joy, but, alas, the time is not
yet. I refer to Marlboro Cigarettes which will not be-invented
for another 2500 years." Whereupon Alexlinder fell into a su;k
from which he never recovered ... Well sir, there is no question
I sold a lot of cigarettes with this ingenious commercial, but
the gang down at the American Academy of Arts and Lettq'~
gave me a mighty good razzing; you may be sure.
But I digress. Back to biology, and the most advance..
phylum of all-the chordata, or vertebrates. There are two
kinds of vertebrates-those whose backbones run horizontaUv
and those whose backbones run vertically. Generally, there is
no great difficulty in distinguishing the two varieties. A £3h,
for instance, has'a horizontal backbone, and a man has a vertical.
backbone. Occasionally, however, you run into a problem-like
a fish who swims upright and a man who spends most of his
time in the sack.. How, in such a case, do you tell one from
another? Science struggled with this sticky question for cen.turies, but finally Sigafoos of M.LT. came up with a brillia'ntly
simple answer. Offer the creature a Marlboro. If it is a fish, it will
refuse. If it is Homo sapiens, it will accept. In fact, the more
sapient, the quicker the acceptance.
'© 1962 Max Shu'".."

,

*

*

*

The makers of Marlboro, upright vertebrates all, remind
IIOU that their fine cigarettes are available in pack or bO}l
wherever cigarettes are sold in any of the 50 states.

April ~!~_~!~~

l\'IIKE CURLEY '64! ArrTENDING
FRRIBlJRG NEXT FALL

PUBLICATION SCHEDULE

Beast F - May 18
weeks in Ellrope will be t.aken
Editors Meeting - Monday,
Michael Curley '64, will spend up with an intensive French April 16 and M"y 7 at 6 p.m.
his :junior year at Freiburg course given in Tours, France.
Sports & News Assignments.
University, Freiburg, Switzer- During this period, he will stay
land. He will be a participant. in at the home of a French fami]v I
Tuesday. M'l.Y 8
the Georgeto\:~l-at-Freib~rgpr~- in the !ours area. All partici-!
gram sponsOl,d by Ge01getown Dants ill the Georgetown-at.Feat'lres. Letters-to-the.
Universit.y.
.
Freiburg program then have R
Ed,tor Deadline,
wn
The Geor:5 et o
- at. - Fre1burg I month and a half to choose their
-program will a Pford Mr. Curley courses for the school year at
Wed~'esdi').Y, May 9
the educational experience of Frei.burg. Classes run from DeEd'toria! Boa.d meets
becoming closely fami.liar ·with cember through July.
. at 6 p.m.
European cultl1.re while at the
The medieval city at FreiNews and Sports Deadline.
same time i'.tlfiUing his junior burg (foundecl in 1558) is locatFriday, May II at 7 p.m.
year scholastic requireme'1.ts. At ed in the center of Europe. It lies
the same time. p:'tended traveL fifteen miles southwest of Bern
·o'bservRtion of tbe nHsterpiece~ the federal capi tal of Switzerof art. and access t.o musical land and is wit.hin easy reach of
Beast G -Septem1)er
oerformances ·seldom 01' never the metropolit.an cent.ers of
present.ed e1se,vhere \viILsupple- Europe.
ment and perfect t.he regular
.
.:....:...
-,-_
course of st-{.idies.
..
.By KEViN
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¥olln ' Democratic Club Elects
.
Y
IOff·-leerS F
or e
·Omlne, :ear

Primarilyi~t~ndedforGeorge-

Photo by Pete Gosa

.JAMES DUQUETTE, '64, discusses Frosh .Orientation Plans with
George McGinn, President Of the SOllhonwre ClaS9.

O
town stucients Georgetown-at- M
.I
~
Freiburg is offered to st.odents
~
of Fairfield University· if the
quota is not fulfilled by George... J
s
town student.s. The quota Cwuar _
James A. Trowbridge, '63, was fairs since he entered the Uninot. filled this year and Mr.
ele-ct.ed last week to replace versity. He is- a frequent conBy JOHN O'CONNELL
ley -was
when
the pro- John W. C onroy, '''2
P
' tr1·b.'ltor
to the'Club news-letter.
are ex:peeted to start next week
.gram
wasaccepted
extended
to Fairfield.
<Y, as
reS1c
J ames Duquette '64, chairman and continue. on a regular basis
0Democrat1·c
1\'<r·.
Jacek
was
coo-chairman'
of
the
d
t
f
YOU11
Freiburg University, founded en 0
'"
.in
of the Freshman Orientat.ion
in. 1881, is the only Catholic Uni- Club of Fairfield University. a membership- drive among t.1H~ Committee, has announced that t.o the end of t.he school year ift
versity in Swit.zerland. It is said Henry Jacek, Jr.,'63, was elect- underclassme:-. earlier· i.n'- the no members of the Sophomore order to make preparations prior
to the summer. The meetings 'Of
to be second only to Rome in ed vice-president succeeding year.
,
class have signed up. for the committee chairmen will C@flthe field of Theologi.cal studies Robert J. Crean, '62. A resoluMembers Were urged to pub, Orientation Committ.ee.
tinue periodically throughout
and has a noted history depart- tion congratulating t.he ret.iring licize t.he appearance on campus
Com·mitt.ee chairmen and mem- the summer. Mont.hly reports of
ment. Noted for its international officers was offered and llnani- of the president of the Bronx- bers have already been chosen
progress are to be presented to
flavor. Freburg is a bilingual mously accepted by the Club.
Westchester division of the con- by Mr. Duquette_ A public an- t.he chairmen by the various
University, conducting classes in
Si.x new officers, including troversial A.D.A., Mr. Amicus nouncement will be made at a committee heads.
both Germ·an and French.
two Executive Board Delegates, Most..
lat.er date. Committee meetings
As in previous years the
Mr. Curlev will deoart for
-----------------------------Europe in A~gl1st. His first nine were elected at a regular busiactivit.ies of Orientation Week
ness meetin« of t.he Club in
will be confined to on-campus.
Xavier Hall. They are:
A variety of events are ·schedulMichael J. QUinlan, '63, treaed to help t.he incoming freshCanisiu.~
NEW COURSES
surer; David Brady, '63. secremen adjust to Fairfield.
OFFERED
tary, and Jere Smith, '63. and
By WILLIA.':YI BURNS
vernacular in the liturgy and
Jerome T. Collins, Jr., '63, exOn Tuesday, April 10, t.he the new social encyclical Mater
There are 2,150 languages in
April ·6, 1962 ecutive board delegates.
Canisius Academy, .at their last at Magistra.
the world.
In aadItion to the regular
iiiiiiiiiiiiii
Oiiiiii
iiiiiii
""""
iiiiiOiiiiii'i
Club Moderator, Professor regular meeting of the semester. ,jiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiOiiiiii
course in t.he Appre·ciat.ion of
heard a review of The Divine
Walter
Petry
praised
t.he
selecArt, Mr. Lukacs will offer
ticm of the new men. He was Milieu by Pierre Teilhard de
two courses in 1962-63, one in
delig-hted by the enthusiasm that Chardin, given by Richard Lawthe Fall semester (FA 171)
less.
and ·one in the Spring (FA is being shown toward the Club's
Previously the Academy has
nro,:'Tam
and
expressed
confi172).. These courses carry
dence that the new officers reviewed Chardin's The Phecredit and may be substituted
1050 ·EAST MAIN
would continue to make the nomenon of Man and also Teil(with approval) for certain
elective courses, or may be
Club a more vibrant organiza- hard de Chardin. His Life and
Spirit by Nicolas Corte.
taken (again with approval)
tion on camuus.
Also at the meeting, plans
as extra courses. .
.
Mr. Trowbridcre has been exFine Arts 171
t.remely active in t.he Club af- were discussed for the annual
banquet which is this year tentaStudio Painting and
t.ively scheduled for May 8. At
D!'awing Course
the banquet the officers for next.
An art workshop for indiyear's Academy will be installed
vidual cre.ative expression
to replace Robert Jorlett· as
with emphasis on the techpresident and Richard Fagan as
niques ·of pictorial organizaBy RICHARD KINNEY
Secret.ary-Treasurer. The broadtion. Fundamental principles
The Fordham Ram, The Bos- ened program of book reviews
of perspective, light and·
ton College Eagle, The Michigan and lectures for next year will
shade, -line, form and color,
applied to drawing and paint- Stat.e Spartan, The Duke Blue also be outlined at the banquet.
ing projects from still - life, Devil, The Texas Longhorn and
The officers have been well
landscape, and imaginat.ion. The Cincinatti Bearcat .are all pleased with the program of lecExploration of basic tech- establislled traditions in college tures and reviews. Among the
niques including pencil, pen athletic ·competition.
works reviewed this year were
Now Fairfield University, win- discussions of Ch).lrch unity, the
and ink, charcoal, pastel,
water color, gouache, and oil. ner of the Tri-State League title
3 semester hours t.hree years running, has drawn
another step closer in obtaining
Fine Arts 172
an official mascot for its home
Studio Painting· and
athletic ·contests..
Drawing Cour·se '
According to Jeff Hughes,
Continues the development
of creative expression and Chairman of the. St.age CommitEASTER CARDS.
sound· craftsmanship in the tee 9i the Cardinal Key Society,
FOR EVEHYONE
basic techniques. Drawing t.he administ.ration has shown
and painting projects from some optimism, if not enthusistill-life and iandscape with asm over the idea.
The purpose of the Stag masOVER 100 fT. OF
special emphasis on portrait
and figure drawing. Stresses cot is t.o enhance school spirit.
EASTER CARD
the design ·and composit.iona·' which is sometimes evident only I
DISPLAY
on
the
opening
night
of
the
elements in pict.orial organbasketball season, and during
ization.
.
3 semester hours the home and away series with
Open Evenings 'til 9 p,m.
Previous art training and our arch rivals from the Park
experience are not a require- City.
A bill of sale with a nearby
ment for Fine Arts 171, 172.
A .genuine art interest and a game reserve has been all but
desire to develop one's crea- signed, sealed and delivered, and
tive art abilities are the only the only barriers remaining apparently are final Administrative
requisites.
RELIGIOUS
(Rev.) William J. Healy, S,J. . approval, financial backing, and
tp.e support of the enth'e student
Dean
GIFTS
body.

.JalneS Duquette Organizes

Frosb Orientation Week

La'wless 'Aspects' Chardin;
Academy Closes Yea,.

two second

Ca§!ed Stag Lncks
Stu.dpnt SUIJnorl

I

/{f

~

.l(}

snap-tab
a quick
snap
and that's
that

For

Parker's

EASTER

Paperhack· Book Specialists

Only 10 minutes from Fail'. U.
via Turnpike

Only

Short or Long Sleeve

14'74 POST ROAD - FAIRFIELD CENTER
CL 6-0658

., Over 5000 'rUles
• 3S Hour Spec;ial Order Service

-- .

Books For Lent and Easter
Easter Greeting Cards

5.00

time it •.•. you can close this smartly styled tab collar in
two seconds flat . . . and the snap. piece is stain-proof .•.
"century -vanalux" is the first automatic all-cotton wash 'n
wear shirt with n~ resin added.
• patented one piece.
collar • . • "won't wrinkle ever" • • • sizes 14 to 17.

Open Thlt7'Sday-FTidays till
FREE PARKING ON PREMISES

9

Always free pa7'king
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.Editorial • • •

.Letters
To The Editor

'The STAG takes this opportunity to
thank the professors and students, ,interviewed concerning the seminar program, for their ideas and comments.
TheIr co-operation aided us in obtaining reactions and opinions by which
we were able to acquire' a clearer picture of the .program from all viewpoints.
THE EDITORS

ideals and ,benefits are sound. Yet, in discussed, the professor sits in on
molding these principles into reality;
the period and'often joins -the discusmany difficulties are brought to light. ' sian and asks questions. Rev. John' A.
'For' example, the evening Freshman O'Brien, S.J., Mr: Paul J.Nagy and
To the Editor:
Epistemology seminar encountered Dr. Daniel Buczek, have already
On the weekend of Aprii 13-15,2000
problems. in scheduling class' times: taken part in these seminar cla~se·s.
students will gather at Yale University
Tb~ professor, Rev. William F Carr,
One senior noV! partici"pating "in Dr.
for a colloquium on "The Challenge of
S,J., wanted a select:-group of students Grassi's:seminar states in 'his opinion
the Crisis State." Sponsored by Chal,
.
.
lenge, the. colloquium. will explore hthe
\vho would stimulate
eacb ot h er Inthe course
woul d b e mor~ pro fi ta bl e
d
e.ffect the prolonged Cold War has a'.
tellectu,111y, but due to the number if " . . . more philosophy teachers aton Ainerican society _ its economy,
of people who had to drop' out betended the seminar periods and if-less
political processes, military establishFairfield U.niversity has recently cause of time and distance, the group philosophers were covered and greater
ment and individual psychology. Speakinstituted a seminar program. The was al~ost abaridoned.
coverage were given to those. ta~en:"
ers at the colloquium will include Max
program has advanced greatly in' its
In comni.eriting bn the difficultieS
The seminar, although still III Its
Lerner, Senator E. L. Bartlett, proearly stages, - but thus far, has re'I .
.
infancy, bas become a q~~lity at Fair,
fessors. Kenneth Boulding and Samuel
. d'III 0 b"
. o·f l
'
presel)ted
in deve
oping.
sen:llur. ti1e.
Id nTh
.
. .. d' , .
l'
Hu~n'tl'ngton, .
. and' a.
debat.e between.'
maine
scunty. The aim
t liS
program, M.r.
Lukac
..s said,a althoug.h
w at IS reCf!llre now IS a rea 1.
t'l
by
tIle
l'nd'I'vI'dual'
student
of'
.Normari,
Thomas
and
Fulton
ed'l'torl'al, ,tl1el'e' C,ore, I'S t'o' familiarize
he'tav.ors the sem. inar' cou.rse, certain. za. on·
..
...
'.
.,'.
, . Lewis I~I~
.
the 'studentbody ,with' tbe seminar
.
'
.
. b'
'exactiy ~ ho\v aseriiinarcourse:c'iriThe'program will also feature a nu~:"
.
,
"
,
,
'
d
11'lnitations
:do
exist
and
must
e
,feC,
'
1
"
f
I
b
f
ff"
.
aI'S
at
Whl'ch
stu'concept and its telation. Joth,est:u enL•.· ·
. . .. ,
.
affect'him and also.;:i rea izatlon Q :He.
er 0 co ee semm
.'.
og.iiiz'ed.. He' .c d'oes riot: feel, .a . tr~e,' .
.
' 1 11' G'
dents will discuss their own, views on
Rev. W illlamJ. H£al y. S.J ..- Dean.. seminar program qn . be.. coriducte~~,se-m:inar's.r e1a rio n to tbt~ 'c6 'ege'e:u~
various aspects of the colloquium topic.
es
of the U p.ivefsity" said hebo1?d tl~altl' within the realms of a sert-suppo,tt-. ~a~.i~..~. '.··.·~,W
.. ' h'.l·t.e·h··e:·a·:d,>.'....·l·'n' .- h,'·lll'. :..·e.ss.·.a.:y·.,..... .;: .C.: h.~ilenge . is a'. non~'partisan stude~t
by the seminat prograin, .an al . '.s l~.
.,.
l' '1 A "d' - :. 'M L IKa'S
.IT
'
.
.,
• t
b.e given to. the' Ho
.. n'ors ,Pro.gr.am
.... to" Ing. sc lfoCl " c~ot }lnl·.C'~t'l:ntOg'·' <a,r.; s'~~ihc~;: . '.'Aims in E(luca'iion ~ . Th(~Rhythn11c: .' ?.r.gaI?-iZ~tthion b·atl'YfalethUtnltvhersIAtYm' eerxI'cl~;
.
·a pro essor conu.
. . . . . Claims Of Freedom And'Disclp'li.ne.•.•.'
Ing In
e e Ie, a
e
,
be instituted at F;lUfield Within the course should have a certain number
college student has an obligation to
next year. Tbis seminar program .has of assistants. Also, he 'should 'have - says" ".In the sch60lsofantiquity
understand and contribute to his SO~
'and will continue to give t.be depait- various fa'cilities 'ayailab1e to him at ppilosophers aspired to impart wisciety., Challenge would like' to invite
men.ts the opportunity to. "set up the .. all, times. :At present, .Fairfield does dom ;,in modern collegesJ our hum~ler
stlldents from all colleges to attend the
methods. intrinsic' to setting ,up an not have sufficient' facilities;- n.o'r does . aim is to teach subjects. ' , He' ccntmcollocluium. '. Registration blanks" and
Honors Program."
, it have' the' nurp berof pro'fes'sorS: re-" ues, say,ing that, he does ;ncit maintaip..
furtherillformation can be obtained
'
d
'd'
" '.
.
.
the ancients. in the practice of·educa. by writing to' Challenge' at Dwight
The sem inar'has various, acknowl- quire
to con uct a semmar course tion', were more succesfsul than the
Hall Yale University, New Haven,
edged ,common denominators,' ~rom . according to the "ideal."
'.
moderns; but men: at the dawn of ", Con~ecticut;A,ll arrll;gements for the
the professors a-ndstudents' lUter-Mr-.· Arthur R:.Rie1; conduc~ing a E. uropean,'civilidtioii;be~g'ati wi.ill' tht
\Veek~nd~ill be made"by Chailenge.
viewed. we find that tl.1e seminar pro".
".
' . d" ' 's . tho
diSCUSSIOn perlo.
III
evehteen." full ideals which should inspire 'eduThank you for your consideration;
d th . R"
ntl'c
gTam. offers the super,ior studen.t· the C
'entury 'poetry ,an ' e ,oma "
'catron, and that gradually our ideals
I hope. tosee you April 13th.
opportunity to ,do basic. research in P "d
'd" t1
I
fa seml'n
eno: (OnS1 ers .;e ~a ue 0 .
_. - have sunk to square .with our pradjce,
R,obert deVoursney
his major field. Also, t.he program, ar progra,m to. be lim.lted by. two fac- . ,But whe. n ideals, h.a'v.e slink' to. t,h.e
for CHALLENGE
initiates the student t6 grad~ate tech0
0 nya
1
t
t
f
tors-,. ne,
cer alll: ype,.o __ level of practice, "the result is stagnaYat'e' University
niques and presents an aid to widen- student :Is,made for the semmar and,'r'
"
' .
'.. ,
ing his reading. The seminar, (ourse vice versa. This i~ th e student~~,ho
IOThis referetic.eo' has. apa'rt,icular re~
1
gives the student. the ppppottunity to' ·1.l as tn.}tured suffiClent.y
to have an" latl"on' to a seml.nar pr.ogra.m
.. 'In such.
interact' with ideas, and stimula,tes the
11
d
I
.
rest of tbe class by having all' do mp. rei' lllter~na .y' st~ong' eSlr~. to . ea.rn".
a ,program ,a student t;rlust "inter-act
Ttvo, ~e bdlev~s~ that I,na semmar, with ideas" ;he must work and reTo the Editor:
work to better discuss the topic.'
\~h~t IS accomplIshed IS extremely search on his own; he 'must be sJ1ffi,On the evening ,of . March 27. "1962,
. In Fr. Healy's .opinion, tbe "semi- lumted.
.'
" . ' cientlymature "to have all internally
an organization' had'an illformal "g~t
nar program synthesizes the student's'
,One r~qu.isite. to insure. t~e' sem1U~ strong. 'desire. to learn.". Edl~cation
. together"" for, its members aj1d candIexperience with~n his field."
ar s contmumg' IS the acqumng of ,the does not entail' a mere, collectIOn. of.
dateS. 'the affair was' held on campus
. Mr. Robert E. Bolger; wbo con-· intellectually ma.tilre st,?de~Llnthis facts. One can acquire facts and lack
in Xavier Caietei:'ia: '
ducts, a program in"l\1.atbematics regard; Mr. Bolger. 1UVI ted ,three a miild' educated to, deal with facts.
, At this' affa'irBE:ER ~a~servedto a)~
wbich is preseri teCl 'sometimes rigQJ;- .Soph6moresili.to: his M:atl]sentina'r ,.Educationalso in..vo1v'es the con'cept
'. T,he" questiolr h~s •. sinc.e .' c~me.u~ "a,s
ollsl'y, sometimes, heurisr,ical1y;·and:·,6n,1~n.:.expetiinental·
b asis: COl~me!lt- - ~f"selheachihg.','<the professor is
. to:whe~h,er qr not the ;'dnnkmg re :sometimes on· a seminar basis',::states ing on this, he said; ','In. thiS' Ease•. ,a guide; the sth,clenLiUust teach him_
'stdCtion.has been lifted on the ca!Jlpus1
If not then why allow one grollp freetbat such ,Ccourse enables the s-tudent . lack of backrgoun'd was compensated . self. " , ' .. ~ .. ,
•..•
.
..'.
dom ~heri another ·is denied.
to "gain maturity bY,speaking tCl, his. by .intdlectu~l ,mat,utityand-arri1ity, '. A shrtinir
NOT for· every type
, ,True.' the' Sodality is an. importa~t
'peers,"
'.
.""
and' their 'desire' to ·.do outside. re- of individual. 'Therdore one must he
function
on the cam,Pus but doe~ th-!,s
, Mr. Palko' Lub'cs, presently cOn- ,search;'~
of'theinti'flectuaUymatwregro.up'to
necessitate' a' privilege that other orclucting a seminar in "arts apprecia~
Dr. Joseph G. Grassi's .:semlllar. profit by s,uch a program. To strive
ganizCl.t,{ons ·are denied,excepting, .of
tion," expresses the opInion that for course,dea.[ing 'with contemporary, .for'and _hecoll1e,a member of. this"
course, Winter Carnival? .' "
'.
certain suhjects, ,a seminarcows€ is" philosophy utilizes 'auqique 'methOd ,group';is: thle ;goal "w,e_set. In workihg
'If strings are beirig :pulled' for. one
"the only.w<ly"-the ,students ,.are. by ,the active~pa:rti€ipation'QJvario~s 'towm:d:~}his:'go!ll;.;th~'student· win
organization they should be pulled for
working on,.and with original 'ideas. ~Philosophyprofessors'. When it tOPiC "necessarzllj 'betteihlmself' and want to
all. "
. TheOclore T., Arnold
In theory, the above-mentioilcd .'of interest fo, a pa-ttfcu!arp:rofessor}s ,',inciease'tlje:valiuecif hi~educalion~

CHALLENGE

N'

Hey,'Beer' Here?

is

>

But let uS,prestlme,in' order t6 i;'ive
"The 'Leader :Myth·;the.benefit· 01 the
. doubt,that our, standard definitlonof
The Stag's.: new Edito! has writte~ ' .. Class' Leacler{s ;,vroili.' :What, then, .is·
s~veral ~ditor1i'tls'sinceassurriing' .his ,tl~e 'Editor's' replacEdn:e:rit?' The; hew
new position, At first 1 disag~eed. with
Class .Offic~r.would _seem,' to ' be, ,a
'him: and' when his critique on the'Stu~
campus nYodel.riding: from class to'
.,.
. ' , ' , .. ' , . ,'class oit a \;',11ite horse,'witlT a'Biible-in
'dent Couritil~"s published I, cata:go.r~'· 'oi.l~·han;~anCl a flag 'in 'the 'othel;; aR
iz~d him as an idealist,a ni.~rhbel<of.·th~ -iiii1ileqrt6ting from theEnc~'clo
that group'th~t ,i~ riever in enough c<;m-'pedia' oi; . s.inginga: few choruses' .of .'
ta'ct",.rith the world to, cause any real
"Rock. of Ages." This could onlyqe
done, Of course; wllen he- had tinie off .
trouble.., For causing these two reacfroi11 relegating' his·responsibilities. I
tions I congratulate him: That is part
do. not mean tci hide' behind' ridicule,
of his job.
but r I:0neitly ,think tha,t Fairfield's
In composing "The Leader" Myth,"
however, I think 'he forgot why his
The'openirig definition' offered' f,',r 'an ideal,
opinions are given this spe.cial'spot in.
ist is confused with· the .definition' of·.a
maniac; cL- G, K. Chesterton.': "Ol'thodoxy.",
The Stag's layout.' The purpose of an
Image' Books, Garden City, 1959: page 15,
. editorial is to instigate improvement.
line 5 ff.
Tbe news articles report, the. features
The Editor did not forget why his opincomment; the editorial has therespont'.i~ot:'{e given. a special spot in the Stag's
sibility of leadership within the paper,
Feature articles may instigate improvement. A.n Editorial may merely comment and
To achieve this purpose the Editor is
agree with the. "status quo."
given many tools, one of which is critiThe purpose of an Editorial may be to
cism. Criticis"m is a tool, and ONLY a
congratulate -aform Of criticism. Theretool. It should never be the editorial's
fore, criticism is not always destructive.
purpose, Criticism is a very destructive
Does public criticism always do harm? Is
harm synonymous with hurt feelings and distool, so in using it the, Editor must be
like, not disagreement, with what was WrItvery careful and.'keep his single Ptlrten?
The Editorial's rejection' of "... the ca~pose, the instigation of improvement,
'n
pus'
implicit,
yetonapproved,
of a
I the forefront of h.J'.s nll·nd. PublJ'c
is based
the fact .ofdefinition'
the definition
leader"
criticism-always does a certain amount
of the English word, leader.
of harm, even if it is meaningless, If
Attendance at Fairfield is not a guarantee
'
'11't d
h' h
of student intellectual and spiritual welfare.
t 1le au th or IS Wl mg 0 0 t IS' ami, 'Cheating, gambling, drunkenness, neglect of
he must also be' willing and able to
studies, disrespect for authority" are a few
assume the responsibility of repairing
problems not getting "good care."
the harm. done by providing a better
Is the daily living of the· Catholic faith
. .
ut9.pian?
idea, or in this' case, system.'
Publishing and inking the paper are' the
F-h'st :01 all.~ i think· that the Editor'-s .. re"-Ponsibilities of. the Fairfield Press.
evaluation' oi the Class Leader' is base-, .' The Editorials were written to provoke
. .
.
thought and actiOn. The use of saFcasm. not
critIcism; has overshadowed thought conless, and thus necessanly ~n~orrect. HIS
rejection of the Stude'nt Association"s'
t",nt; but cons~r~ctive thought c<mtent, has
't'
.
f
Cl'
Offi
'
.
'
not
been altoge,her lackmg from the Ed,tord e fi nl Ion O'
ass, .cer IS based on
i~! Page.
rather clevel:' rhetorical ridicule. a very
""~" the Editor, cfor one, does think you
stronl'" "'P',~ror> h·,t never a re.place..
the Jetter'. because ~'ou are a ·class
ment fOr'IGgic or fact.
officer.
-tlle Editor

.STAG'& CiiticiSU1. .'.

students: fo;k' very goo!lcare 'of their bed to and f~owith abandon. Publish-·
. own' ''''spir-itmil'and - 'intellectu~l wel~
ing - a' paper on timeimd having ink
.fare'" when 'they' chose to attend Ifair- . on all the pages are important,. but
'field iri.steaa of, say, ~lfB. :. tthinkthatth~y ~are - not the' main 'editorialie"The Leader Myth" is.a 'go'odexample' sponsibilities.
. . ' . ' . . ,',
.
of What liappenswhen an idealist tries' ," Perhaps it will be thought t~a.( I
'to pur his'Utopia into~ pra<;tical appli- am w'riting thIS letter merely because
'cation."
,,~.
.
I am,a'chiss ot'fiecr: I hope not. I v.rould
,. Cr-itiCism Is a privilege, 'and a very like to 'thihk. th~t I would' have w'.dtten
n'ecessary one; butit'is not iicense.It it regardless. I hope so.
must be hapdle.d re,';Donqibly, not jab~
William Reidy, '~3
- "... ' .,~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~
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After The Bomb

nowhere and never.
attack from the air, All civilian
For the enlightenment of
homes were required t1> reinMessrs. Fulbright, Wechsler, et
It is one thing to talk aoout force their basement with heavy
aI., who do not know the definition of "total victory" over the the dangers of a nuclear war in duty wood,~ams and brick sup-.
Communists. Bozell provides a an abstract way, to generalize ports, Shelters were to be proBy MICHAEL LAWRENCE
beginning: Ii. . . the orders will on the possible cost in terms of vided in every house and where
go out _
human life. It is quite different this was not possible community
To the Joint Chiefs of Staff: to read exactly what the results shelters were to be constructed.
At the Sports Banquet in hon- the job was done!"
Prepare for an immediate land- are in terms of an event that Strict fire. regulations were i1TIIt is my contention that this ing in Havana.
has 'already p'assed.' During posed. No attic couJd have the
or of the 1961-62 Stags, the thesis should be readily accept' slightest amount of fhmt"'a'-)]e,
To the Commander in Berlin: Hr'
vvorId W ar II th e All'Ied C
omwhite tablecloths and (compara- able to anyone who is truly con- Tear down the 'Vall.
mand plaimed a series of bomb- material. All bujJd;-'''s were
tively) farmal dress seemed to cerned with the Biblical exhorTo our Chief of Mission in the ing raids into the heart of the sprayed with special fire resistset off a chain reaction. I heard tation to go and "teach all Congo: Change sides,
German industrial areas. The ant chemicals. DesDite all these
a number of people remark that nations." And yet America, with
To the Chairman of the Atom- purpose of these missions was precautions, Hamburg w?S to
the elegant setting stimulated a a 'Catholic president, continues ic Energy Commission: Schedule not only'to eliminate the source become an unforgetahJe inferno.
kind of conversation that does its, foreign policy of acceptance testing of every nuclear weapon of supplies that fed the Axis
. bl y e
b o f Powers but to demoralize the
Although the German'sciennot often grace Fal'r'field's' eat- and withdrawal. At every thrust that couId concelva
pop'ulation in these strategic tists had developed an advanced
· t 0 the ml'l't
ery. Vocabulary often ran to of t h e h eath en enemy - an d serVIce
1 ary ,purposes
over four letters. The "higher that is not merely emotional of the West:
cities to such an extent as' to system of radar that had enabled
things" were discussed. At my rhetoric _ we recede and call
To the Chief of the CIA: You disrupt the normal rate of pro- the city to withstand 137 nrevi.
duction. How analogous' were ous attacks, the British det?d<od
table the tOPI'C was, rou·ghly·. Is for negotiation. When the Com- are to encourage' lib eratIon
' g? Certal'n- munist Ch'mese are th rea t enmg
.
' 'every na t'IOn 0 f these raids to a nuclear blast? one flaw in the complexus by
the West worth savm
movemen t s m
ly none of my companions at in Laos, do we enlist all our the world under Communist
In his book The Night Ham- which their bombers could slip
the table could be considered energies to the support of their domination including the Soviet burg Died, Martin Caiden re- through the advance warnin~
conservatives; nor were most of defeat? No; we pressure our Union itself. And you may let counts the de'tails of the 'attack line and devastate Hamburg. A
them doctrinaire Liberals. But ally, the rightful ruler of the it be known that when, in the on that city in 1944 by the high- simple shower of metallic parthe general consensus of opinion country, into accepting a neu- future, men offer their lives for ly skilled R.A.F. Bomber Com- ticles made determination of
was, yes, the West is worth sav- tral, coalition government, by the ideals of the West, the West mand, Mr. Caiden is one of the position almost impossible, With.
ing - but we're going to have withholding his foreign aid.
will not stand idly by."
worlds leading authorities on this' slight advantage, a city of
to do a lot better in the future
Our foreign policy in recent
These are words behind which' military-science subjects and has two million was destined to die.
than we've done in the past, if years has been one for which we the United States and the rest written several books concern-'I Mr. Caiden notes that the
we really want to bring it off. should feel only shame. We have of the Western world can rally. ing the effects of heavy bomb-, time of the raid was in perfect
Which brings me to the topic not yet seen one positive victory They call for action which will ing on civil defense.
Iharmony with the elements that
of this column. As Brent Bozell in the war - and it is a war - enable the Western world, the
Mr. Caide~ notes that ,?efore I' were necessary for success.
put it in his speech at Madison against Communism. We have receivers in trust of God's ao- the fatal raId on the CIty of There had been no rain for
Square Garden on March 7:
succeeded in various sustaining pearance on earth, to take up, Han:burg, tr:e Gerr.na~ Air Pro- i wee~s, the humidity was at an
operations, true: Korea, the Ber- again the task which they have techon SerVIces (smlllar to our' all tIme low, the buildings were
You either have a mission lin airlift, the intervention in forsaken - that of giving to the Civil Defense) had conducted huddled close as' possible in
or you don't. And if we have Greece, etc. But,where have we entire world what was meant an intensive program designed short the tinder was ready' for
one it is to take stock of our regained an inch of territory ,for it, and not for just one part to provide this extremely valu- the flame.
appointed role in history, and that had fallen to the Commun- of it. With this done, the twain able port with the maxiqlUm
.
to perform it. (Emphasis ists? The answer is, obviouslY,shall meet.
abIlity -to withstand any Allied
The bo~bs were of two kmds.
added).
The heaVIer was to destroy the
1..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , foundations by plunging through
We of the Christian West
, t h e roof while the lighter was
owe our identity to the cento finish the destruction by fire.
tral fact of history - the enWhen the bombers dealt their
try of God onto the human
blow the flames burst out. The
stage. We do not regard the
,
water mains were, destroyed
Incarnation as a supernaturall ...
..1
(Cont'd on Page 7, CO,I. 3)
stunt, but as a terrestrial I •
event: God - in time, with the only girl in his life, by the
not, seen by ,ordinary eyes, has
given Asians and Africans the
us. With whhat Purpofse ? d' '1' not too comforting realities of I Walked With Heroes by Gen. sense of belonging to the human
to impart t e means or ea - MI'ldred's death l'n childbirth,
f
'1
ing with human imperfections
Carlos P. Romulo: AT 0 n amI y, where before they ,were
-for easing man's way to his and by the death of her brother
Books. 60c.
the step-children of the world."
The most complicated thing
ultimate goal, and for realiz- Milo's first baby in its mother's
In these turbulent times it is He also defends President Roose- about the musical, A Funny
ing, in this life, his maximum womb.
well to have a good friend, one velt, saying that' he saved the Thing Happend On The Way To
· l't'
A . bf
who will not build you up with United States from possible re- The Forum,' is its name. The
h uman po t ent Ia
lIes. JO or
It is the question of how she
1 t'
.
ministers and priests? Not enidle flattery only to let you down vo u IOn m 1933, and was a good production, which is a vehicle
tirely. Their calling is to teach; can hold on to him and, make when you really need him. This friend to the Filipinos.
for the amusing Zero Mostel,
the rest of us are expected to her dream come true that is the type of friend that the
This book, to be honest, is far would seem to have been the
establish human ,conditions plagues her. There is only one United States has in the Philip- from modes but few autobiog- slap-dash conception of a retired
conducive to the reception of answer and she had refused him pine Islands; and General Carlos raphies are. We should keep in company of gag writers. It uses
0 ur commISSIon
. . ' once. From the first time they P. Romulo, J'ournalist, teacher, mm,
. d h owever, Romulo's pride every out worn and trite comic
·
th.a .1 t each mg.
and
unabashedIv
is to plant in history the ideals met six years ago she seemed to soldier, diplomat, and President in the Philippines and his part situation
and the standards contained in see how he was; she had of the United Nations, is the in establishing his coun,try. In a throws in a few musi~al nu~
Christian truth and to build hoped he would change, and that personification of that country's very real sense he has a right bel'S that would be in better
. t't
t'
d f os t er mores they too w6uld be in love and true friendship for us.
t 0 b e prou d of his role amidst taste in a side show tent.
Ins
1 u Ions an
t am
'
th e have, children and live a long
I Walked With Heroes is form- t h e giant forces of our time.
tha .1 WI'11 h
e p isus
Zero Mostel, the hulking comideals - in short, to construct and happy life together. When ally an autobiography, but turns
median whose mobile face could
,a Ch'
t'
""I"
t"
out
to
be
more
of
a
political
"I
believe
it
still,"
the
General
she discovers she is pregnant commentary on the many his- writes, "that ultimate world charm a laugh out of the most
,rIS Ian CIVI lza Ion.
Now this analysis of Bozell's she is far .from happy and de- torical events that the, General justice lies with America." These dull situation, is the saying
raises a question which every- cides to bear her burden alone. has witnessed and' influenced, are the words of a man who has stroke of this· musical. He is
body thought had long ago been But just before the Christmas along with some frank advice led an amazing life, in a book funny and active and vital in the
answered: What about our colon- pageant she tells Wesley, and for his American readers. For that provides interesting read- face of poor lines, poor lyrics
ialism and imperialism? Have we his proposal that they run down this reason the latter part of the ing. For both the American who and little help from the undisnot been taught that these are to Dillon to get married only book is more interesting than cares what his friends think, tinguished cast of supporting
the shame of Western civiliza- leaves her empty and the drearp. the slower-moving first section. and for the student of current players. It is unforunate that he
fion? Are we now to turn around more tarnished. As Mary in the
history, I Walked With Heroes joined such a production after
and say that we were _ and are pageant that evening she fights Romulo tells of his early childhis very successful Broadway
hood when he hated the Ameri- makes worthwhile reading.
tour in Rhinoceros last veal',
- right in our attempts to sup- to resolve what tore her heart. can imperialists who had conL. Gregory Paquette
n.A.M.
plant the culture of the West in We hear the ironic echo in her quered the Filipinos at the turn
foreign lands? Bozell's answer- words as she answers Wesley's of the century; yet he grew to
and mine-is a resounding YES. proposal to herself: "a long and trust and respect them as time
By Lester Abrams
He says that we should be happy life." We know she has went by. He relates his experi"ashamed for having fled ignom- compromised. There is perhaps ences as a teacher and young
iniously from the scene before something left of her dream - newspaper editor, and his first
at least a half hope.
encounters with the Philippine,
We have witnessed the strug- leader and hero Manuel Quezon '
gle of a young girl in love, and The narrative continues througl'
A Long and Happy Life, by have felt an experience through his days on Corregidor witl'
Reynolds Price.
the skillful portrayal of the General MacArthur, and hii:? mis
This first novel of a young author. Setting is used more sion to the United States whic'
,author treats of the dreams of effectively, reflecting the moods launched him 'into the field o~
a simple country girl. It is a love of Rosacoke, and helping the international diplomacy. Finally:'
story, and involved are the hopes reader to feel as she feels. The he writes of the founding of ~he '
and frustrations of the character characters are well drawn as the United Nations, and his role as:
ltosacoke Mustian. The plot re- country people they are. The plot President of the U.N. when he;
;volves about the simple folk of is not a complex one because the was elected in 1!/49.
'
Warren County, North Carolina; main conflict is in the mind of
qen~ral ROll).ulo~s most' fre- '
and'in particular aboutthe main Rosacoke; and if it may seem quent .criticism .of. th~_ United'
character" Rosa,coke. It' is the somewhat loose, a closer inspec- States is it,s 'racial prejudice. He :
story of a dream that lasted six tion will find ,it united by the speaks of a great .c):J.ange 'that,
Year.s only to reach the 'harsh well plimned reoccurrence, of has come about in Asia's attiteality of a compromise..
such themes as; "a long and hap- tUd~ toward lis it). tl:1e iast ten
In the first scenes' of the nar- py life." The style is well suited years. He says, "The Ugly Amer"
ration we come to see the' char- to narration of a country love ican has not been read by milacter of a Rosacoke very well. story and effectively portrays lions of Asia's unlettered peoples,
She is a young girl in search of the depth of simple emotions.
but they know the term." He
love who finds the hope of it
The question of Rosacoke's recalls'an incident on the battleonly in the proud, egocentric apparent sin does not concern field of Bataan
her e one
'Wesley Beaver. We see her the author, but its circumstances stretcher bearer called to anothdream in the words she uttered are morally portrayed neverthe- er about' to aid a wounded Filifor her dead,Negro friend, Mil- less, and would cause np diffi- pino, "Hey, take this one first.
dred: the hope of a "long and culty for the adult reader.
He's white." He relates the ques- '
happy life." We move from event
tions of a group of Asians who
All in all, it is a -skillful pre- asked him whether it were true
to event through the simple
tongue of a country people, and sentation pf a poignant love that .Negroes are executed in
;now Rosacoke as she tries to story. The reader will perhaps America for stealing '$1.95.
;;.,1 where she stands with Wes- not find it outstanding, but still,
Romulo .also renders a heartJ)o"'~ MINb .~J LUTfl> $OUP
ley. Her dream is clouded by it is an experience well worth feltpleafortheUnjtedNations,
"ILU"'L''',
'''rIl:.IIO_IS· t'\Jl>IC'\LOVS
his aloofness and indifference, encountering and understanding. of which he says, "The intangV
~
I\;V ""'~....
•
1'\
v
by the knowledge tha& she is not
D. SIM&e ~uclt ible invisible power it wields, 1
--------" •
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Behi·nd The Scenes, Maintenance Dept. Sustains Campus
-----------------------~

Found Psych Club
~

By GEORGE CINCOTTA

The Physcology Club, under
the moderation of Mr. Vincent
. Murphy, 'has recently elected
Kenneth Wadeka as President,
Edward Nishball as Vice-President, Gil· Paulin as Secretary,
and Frank Hendricks as Treasurer.
The main objects of the club
are to provide experience outside the classroom, and to enrich
the students' grasp of physcology, its problems, its requirements for entering the field, and
the motives for entering it.
To help achieve its goals, the
club will take a trip·to the Fairfield State Hospital during May.
Also, next year, they plan to
bring in outside speakers, take
trips to institutes, .provide student-run meetings, and various
projects to examine what the
physcological field has to offer.
The club sponsored Fr. Thomas McGrath's talk on Theology
ahd Physcology two weeks ago,
and also Dr. Jerome Schiller of
the Children's Guild Clinic talk
on Psychopathology in Children
last Tuesday.

Wheeling Newest
OJ Jesuit Colleges
Wheeling College, a co-educational Jesuit Colle.E!e, located in
Wheeling, West Virginia. was
recently· accredited by th~ North
-Central Association of Colleges
and secondary schools.
The college,· youngest of the
Jesuit institutions in the Unite(1
States, was founded in 1955 hy
the Most Rev. John D. Swint
D.D., Bishop of Wheeling. Since
its founding, it has ~rown to its
present number of five hundred
students.
Accreditation will enable the
school to receive professional
recognition as being equal to
standards set by· regional accreditating services.
Rev. William F. Troy, S.J..
president of the University said:
"I am naturally very pleased
that the College has been able
to achieve accreditation in the
minimum time recommended by
the North Central Association."
This is a tribute to everyone
who has been connected with
the College in any w:on' ;" the
last six and a half years."

SPECIAL NEWS FEATURE

By BILL FLAHIV~
One of the busiest and least
recognized departments on thi's
campus has to do with the maintenance of the entire school.
This Maintenance Department.
headed by Heverend J. D. Kelley, S.J., is kept constantly; on
the job, cleaning and repairing
the inside and outside of all the
buildings on campus, and caring
for the University's 200 acres of
land. With the construction of
the new· dormitory well under
way, they have the additional
task of ordering materials and
planning their· own future expansion with t.he expansion of
the school.
Among the more rout.ine tasks,
of the department is the cleaning of classroom buildings daily,
snow removal, lawn care, and
minor repairs to school property,
damaged during the course of
the year. Matters which call for
more concentrated planning are
the - electrical repairs, inside
painting, calking and pointing
the outside of buildings, maintenance of the Gym, and care
of roads and sidewalks.
Photo by Tom :PJ.J. ..::_an

CONSTRUCTION on Campion Hall continues at a fast pace.
This year, Fr. Kelly's crew is
not merely preparing for the lise
of the new-dormitory in September - there are other major jobs
to be done such as getting t.he
outside of Xavier in good repair.
This involves calking and pointing to prevent leakage and restore the exterior of the build··
{ng to its original appearance.
Berchmans underwent this
oPeration.l<,-st. year..The purpose
of this work is to protect the
building against the forces of
nature. The interior of Gonzaga
and sections of the cafeteria in
Loyola are being painted this
year. The glossy paint' that the
men are using facilitates clean e
ing in the period of five years
between each paint job.
Campion Opening

With the opening of Campion'
in the fall; several changes and
additions are anticipated. Among
these is the extension of Loyola
parking. The island at the west
end, of the lot will be shortened
and a roadway will lead from
there to the west side of Campion where it will· end in a
rotary. .-At the present time no
through road to Round Hill is
planned. Sidewalks will be constructed from the new dorm to
both Gonzaga and Loyola. In
addition, the sidewalks from
Gonzaga to Loyola- will be ele c
vated to their original level. A

.photo· by Tom Phelan

MR. OLSEN of tluiinaintenance
department.

Co_ Queens cboose Artcarved
What mak'4l5 a girl a (iioMege Queen'? Beaut-y and bFains.
What·ooe5 she look fen in a diamond engagement ring?

Beamv and wrIue. Smart girls'.
~ese ~ €~

Queens, twelve of them from atl

over 1ihe COU1'lv,y, found· the designs that Ratter their hands
(lllnd wapm~!heaHs~ among Artcarved's award·winning

stoyles. 1lhey fOund value, too. Evel'Y ArtcMVed diamond
..ang OOt'l'ies a written goorantee of qualit.y and value that
is r-eeognized I>.y fine jewelers from coa6t·to- e~ast. V.ouiH find tlhe eKtl'3 measure of beauty and value that
you. want in a diamoBd r-ing at your Artcarved jeweler,
list'tld betow,:. Ask him to show you the designs chosen by

Amet'ica1s elGMege

~.

e

Artca:ryed

[) I AMoO N I:) A'N-D W&[),I:) I N G R-I N-G·$

I
f'

Two of the
10Ve!y desigl'lS
ekG&efl bIj ~

Some investigation into these
various problems reveals, as in
so many jobs, the work is never
completed. Each day the classrooms in Canisius and Xavier
are cleaned. Because the Graduate School uses the classrooms
on the second floor of Canisius,
they must be cleaned both before and after the Graduate
classes. During the winter, sudden and heavy snowfalls present
serious obstacles to the Department. Plowing roads and clearing approaches to the buildings
can be a long, tedious job; clearing out the parking lots while
cars are parked all around is
next to impossible. In spring,
the crews have problems with
cellar flooding, and getting the
lawns in shape. The ground
crew, under the leadership of
Brother McElroy, are responsible
for the upkeep of the baseball
diamond, and the setting up of
portable stands fot'. the ,fans.
Each Saturday, these men go
out and clear the grounds of all
papers and .rubbish which detract from the appearance of the
campus. To help the men with
Photo by Tom Phelan
theii'. work they have a pickup BROTHER McELROY, director
truck, .a five ton truck, two of the maintenance department's
tractors, and .four small mowers. ground crew.

I

Photo by Tom Phelan

MR. GEORGE MALONEY, Fr.
Kelly's assistant.
walk is also planned for the
pathway between Xavier and
the Gym.
The exterior of Campion at
the ground level will be for the
rnost part of glass. The sections
between the glassed-in areas
will be done in polished granite.
The· outside of the upper levels
will be decorated in brick similar to that used on Gonzaga. In
a previous STAG (d. March 2,
1962), it was revealed t.hat, of
the ninety-nine l' 00 m s, nine
will be three-man rooms, all
others are doubles. Also, it was
reported that all offices now in
Gonzaga will be moved to
Campion. There will be a faculty
conference room, a student
laundromat a T.V. lounge, mail
room, and a main lounge in the
dormitory.
As if this were not enough to
keep an army of men busy, these
men are constantly kept at work
by the always present phenomena known as the "odd job,"
which has been plaguing the
Maintenance Department of the
University fol' the past twenty
years.
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l-Iartford ,,4rea Club Schedules
Colle!!/~Do"y For Sat., Ma.y 5

(Cont'd from Page 5; Col. 5) _'

By LEO PAQUETTE

immediately, People huddled into shelters, The flames reported,
I1y JOHN O'CONNELL
which will be held at the UniIndividual Rights First
class ,citizen, whether he be a ly reached a height of three
The Hartford Area Club of versity on the same date, Many
, '
Negro or a city-dweller. This l1liles and the temperature soar- Fairfield University has recently of the students will be able to
Individual r,ights come before vl'olatps not onl',' the spirit, but
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1.1'
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ed to 800 o e, In a chapter entltl- re ease
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support competitors roni lelr
state's rights.
also the letter of the CO,IStitU' ed, Notes on the Battle, Ml. Day" to be held on, Saturday, own high schools. Robert LaThe Su~r'eme Court upheld tion. The state's - righters and Caiden remarks "A'1im<\ls die N[ay 5. The purpose of the day pierre, President of the club
this princi9le. in a long-awaited conservatives who join them exposed to temperatures of from is to acquaint prospective col- stated that the "College Day"
decision March 26, when it ruled have neither a moral nor a legal 60-1.0 100cC , . . after a few lege entrants from throughout should prove very beneficial to
that any' cit.izen could appeal to Ie'! on which to stand.
minutes to a half an houL" Coni'lecticut with Fairfield Uni- students pondering college life.
the Federal courts for justice , We cannot ,~xpect, ho:vever~ From there he goes on to de- versity. Co-chairmen of the
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cowardice. In the name of prud- piece society orchestra. The stu ent. I. I.SUp to, . , fee~ th"e
have not heard mucl;- cons~r:vaence we' are tolg to play down chairmen also stated that a four faculty I.? .stl,mVlate ,a!?-d b-~eat~e
tIve comment on thIS deCISIOn, iodicals including The Atlantic the issue because racial tensions piece combo will play 'any and the au'" ,of mtellectual, purSUIt
b.ut I do trust th~t the co~serva- Monthly, The Critic, and Com, have increased since tlle Su- all requests between the orches- into camp\j.s life. The idealism
t~ve's avowed l.nte.r~st m t~e monweal. He is presently teach- preme Court spoke out. But it tra's sets.
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Of course, the vehement charge tation of Dylan Thomas' play emotions of a racist majority or Martin Tr~o," a' jazz group, will Good student (based on 1'ecom~
of Federal interference in state's l)nder Milkwood. Nicholas Nero, the rational emotions of the Ne- also be a feature of the informal rriendations along 'with"gICades)
'63, has done the adaptation and
rights, will oe proclaimed by will direct as well as narrate the gro minority, and in what pro- Sunday Afternoon Jazz Party.
plus stimulation (idealism)
some. But the question facing t~S
portion. ALL people have emoThe Chairman of the Queen's motivation equals pursuit.
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son's rights, then the Federal Westfall.
tickets in Loyola 110 or 102.
Government is forced to interRev. William Devine, S.J.,
fere. This' is the basis for the
HARAK
moderator of Bellarmine LecSupreme Court's desegregation
(Cont'd from Page 1, Col. 4)
tures, ,is assisted in arranging
decision of 1954.' A state has no
this debate by David Jones,
power to make anyone a second- mour, Oxford, and Orange areas. Michael Guglielio, William SanThe chairman of the committee giovanni and Roderick Dowling,
for this year's concert is Joseph Senior Class officers.
SENIOR GIIFf
P. Flynn '62.
(Cont'd from Page L Col. 4)
All profits realized, from the
Do you realize that there are
committee of the class has been concert will go towards the Val- exactly 298 holes per acoustical
meeting with fellow seniors and ley Club's Scholarship Fund. In tile on Canisius classroom ceilsuggesting three types of gifts, the past 13 years, 16 Valley stu- ings?
dents have attended Fairfield on
six gifts of $15, six of $20, or
Valley Club Scholarships.
six of $30. To date 70% of the
class has
subscribed 0 vel'
Three architects have been
$20,000,
hired to design wooden encloClass President, David Jones, sures 'for the new dorm enstated this subscription type of trances.
gift will not only have a far-I P;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;a I
reaching influence on future
alumni relations, but also "will
set a sterling example for other
senior classes to follow." He
noted those who have not yet
had an opportunity. to subscribe, '
Greeting Cards
may do so until May 6. On this
Social Stationery
daI.e, formal pr.es,eI:\taHon of the
Crane's
Class Gift will be made at the
Glee Club concert of Parent's
and other fine papers

Blu~

We~kend.

Mr. Jones-said t.he Very Rev.
William FitzGerald, S.J., 'iairfield's President, will honor the
Class of '62 by dedicating the
Lounge in Campion Hal il1 permanent appreciation and recog~tion of their achieve)l1ents.

'Street, Bridgeport; Clampett's
Sports Ce'nter, 1555 PO,st Road,
Fairfield; and Klein's Book
Store, 44 Main Street, \;\lestl)ort.

The
Bird Shop

Engraving • Printing
Wedding Invitatipns
Announcements
Visiting Gareis
Attractive aFid
Distinctive Gifts
Gift Wrappings and Service
I~

135. All entries must be received
by Thursday, May 3, A complimentary package deal will be
presented to the queen's escort.
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Letters.
To The Editor
,

'

"NO TIME"
The Sp,orts Banquet in Loyola Cafeteria on March 27 was a
time of joy and elation for the
varsity basketball team and
Coach Bisacca, but one of humiliation ;md mockery f{)r the
freshman team an4 Coach Saccone. During a three minute
speech by a prominent Jesuit,
the freshman team squirmed.
This team was not'a collection
of men who thought they'd play
basketball for "kicks"; they
were a hard working outfit that
tried their best and should not
be spoken about in public by
someone who couldn't keep a
straight face.
As if it weren't bad enough to
omit deserving recognition for
the team, this wort1:J,y Father
forg{)t to give tribute to the
man who worked so hard with
the team. Coach Lou Saccone
had to bear losses and keep the
team fighting.
This valiant team deserves a
reward. The reward is their
numerals. It was very disheartening for them to learn that
there was "no time" to 'publicly
recognize them personally,
Steve Raye '65
Ken Waters '65

Editor Blasted
To Mr. Scott,
STAG Sports Editor:
Since you' have been elevated
to the position of Sports Editor,
you and your column have done
nothing but criticize the Athletic
Department. This criticism has,
in general, been more or less
well-founded, but there are
more tactful means of accom::
plishing your ends. This could
be achieved by a series of constructive criticisms, Le., not only
pointing' out weaknesses, but
showing effective means of
remedying the situation, if such
a solution exists.
Did it ever occur to you, Mr.
Scott, that some of these existing
problems in our athletic department have already been studied?
Before blasting the athletic department, perhaps a closer look
at the matter would be very
beneficial to you and your readers. There is no doubt in my
mind that you could gain more
FACTUAL information by talking with Fr. Lyons or someone
else who knows the facts than
by wandering around the halls
of the Loyola dormitory, talking
to members of your literaryminded (if nothing else) Sophomore class.
This last sentence was more
in rebuttal to your sly remark
slandering the Junior class.
Since when does,a Sports Editor
concern himself with problems

such as the staffs of The STAG
and New Frontiers? It appears
to me that we have enough people sounding their ,horns about
the literary-minded classes of
'64 and '65,' without the Sports
Editor hopping on the bandwagon. If the sports editor has
nothing more to do or offer than
the personal axe he seemingly
wishes to grind, perhaps there
may be someone e~se more qualified for the job. True, your headline reads "Sports Slants," but
at the rate you are going, you
are sliding right off the deep
end!!!
Jack Maney '63
,In the above letter, the two main
points at issue are the charge that
this ,:,olumn has "done nothing but
crltlcl,'fe the Athletic Department,"
and
a sly remark slandering the
Junior class."
Beginning with the first issue under
tl1e 'new regime' on Feb. 16, this
column has done everything but
CrItiCIze the Athletic Department. On
Feb. 16, the editorial concerned Fairfield's status regarding basketball
next season. The 'second editorial
dealt with the participants' in the
NCAA regional tournament. In the
Mar. 15 publication. a summation of
the highlights of the '61-'62 basketball season was presented. In 'the
last issue, the editorial was directed
at. student apathy. No mention has
been made of the Athletic Department's stand on any issue, nor has
any criticism been offered.
In the area of student apathy ;Which
is not' merely confined to athletics,
my example of student publications
illustrated the point at issue and
was appropriate for no other reason
than it is true. How can a remark be
made more explicit than by putting it
in print? "A Sports Editor" is the
Sports Editor of the STAG, and as
such, I am especially concerned with

(Cont'd on Page 10, Col. 5)
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St. Peter's Match Postponed;
Tennis Team Set For PIav
eI
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Gog

WALTER DONNELLY '64

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALU.TE: JIM KING
As 'Manager of his Telephone Business Office in Long Island
City, Jim King is responsible for the performance of six
supervisors, nineteen business office representatives, and
fourteen order clerks. It takes a staff this large to help
Jim provide topnotch telephone service to the 33,000 sub.

'for a young man in his fourth year with the company!
Jim King of the New York Telephone Company, and
the other young men like him in Bell Telephone Companies
throughout the country, help bring the finest communica·
tions service in the world to the homes and businesses of a

~rib... mm. .rea. An imp,..,iv••moon' of respon'ihil@oW:::"~:LEPHONE COMPANIES

'Athletes' Go Outdoors
For Softball Season
By JOHN SCANLON

/

Fairfield. University's answer
to Florida's Grapefruit League,
the Junior-Senior S 0 f t balI
League, has completed their
initial round of "openers" and
a tough pennant scrap is anticipated by all.
After the cries of "This isn't
bowling season," and "Somebody forgot to inflate it," subsided, Mike ,Zapf, the "Commish" e:lq)lained in his. characteristically calm, perfectly logical manner that ':the bigger it
is, the easier it will be to hit,"
He then added for effect that
any dissatisfaction could be reconciled with the Head of Intramurals, Fr, Caffrey, S.J.
Naturally not wishing to risk
fine, suspension, or an E in
TheolQgy, the dissenters subsided,
The games, recurrently punctuated by pants of exhaustion
from once athletic "Greek gods"
turned dissfpated over the winter layoff (Commodore Hintelmann - take notice) and sighs
of disc{)ntent from pitchers
mildly displeased with the performance of their fielders, procede'd fairly rapidly thanks to
an efficient umpiring staff. The
results
were:' Arnold
over
Browne
8-6;
Torrillo
over:
Duestch, 3-2, Hintelmann' over
Palladino 11-8,' and Maloney
over McCall 8-6.
Individual· honors g.o ,to Bob
f(utter who iriitiated ,the, season
with a no-dollbt-about-it h<;m;ler;
and to pete Clark, whQ turned
in an. ~'outstap.ding" , hurling
perfonnance
highlighte4. h,
fanning 14 batters. (he swe,ars t'1
it) while letting 11 runs squea!(
across in"a lOSIng 'effort, 11-8. .
. Diamond Dusl: has 'it .thaf.
Tony palladino's arm is in ton
shape after playing all.summer
in a woman's softball league.
Don Saccom'anno promises to
be a threat on, the basepaths
this s'eason' - now if he eould
only think of some way to steal
first:'
., .'
, The' 'Marines' want to use the
. track . to' ·train
their commandos.
ci:oss~country
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SPORTS SLANTS

Stags' Whip Ale, 7-2,
As 'Bads' Wins' Opener

Agostino's Four First;
Widens Lead To 3V2

Last Tuesd<J,y, the baseball team
opened their season with a resounding 7-2 win over AIC in a
game 'played in Massachusetts.
Richie Badolato, after a shaky
start, settled down and pitched
the distance for the Fairfieldites.
The Stags exploded for five
runs in the first inning, and
coasted to their first victory of
the year.

by JOHN SCOTT

The familiar cry of "play ball," the crack of a bat, and the
'1962 .baseball season is underway. This year in seventeen cities
across the land, hundreds of thousands will throng to stadiums
to see their favorites. In New York this season, the return of a
National League team is, a boon to "Yankee haters" and those
who now hold no place in their hearts for their once beloved
Giants or Dodgers. Casey Stengel is back in uniform this season;
but this time, at the head of a crew destined for the second division according to the pre-season polls. The Mets have brought
back to New York such favorites as Gi( Hodges, Clem Labine,
and Roger Craig - all former Dodgers. The Mets will be 2nchored at the Polo Grounds this season while awaiting the completion of Flushing M~adow Stadium.
As others have done, I will attempt to predict the outcome
of the pennant races.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
1. ~ew Y~rk - 1 'antle, Maris, and Ford are all in top shape. If
Tom Tresh
Phil Linz can fill Kubek's 'shoes at short, the
Yanks will h<tve 'another pennant:
'
, .
2. Cleveland ~ The Indians lost h~{) top-flight 'hurlers" to' 'the
service, but those remaining will 'figure heavily in freshman
manager Mel McGaha's pennant quest.
3. Detroit - The Tigers' big three - Mossi, Lary and Bunning
are backed by a fine bullpen. Cash and Kaline should provide the punch necessary to carry the, offensive.
4. Chicago
Senor Lopez and his Chisox could be a surprise
this' year. Together with the J.lewconiers are, veterans Nellie
Fox, and Al Smith, and speedsters, Jim Landis' and Luis
Aparicio. If the pitching holds up; the club will be a pennant
contender.
.
!l. BaJtimore - The O'S were hurt 'by ,the loss of pitcher Steve
Barber and shortstop Ron Hansen. Gus Triandos and Jim
Gentile
be the core of, manager Billy Hitchcok's slugging
crew who should finish in the first division.
8. Minnesota Allison and Killibrew provide the hitting;
Pascual is the mainstay of the hill corps. But these men
can't carry a mediocre team.
7. Boston - Manager Mike Higgins will be looking to Don
Schwall and Bill Monbouquette to head a weak Bosox hill
staff. Veterans Pete Runnells and Frank Malzone will anchor
the infield. Carl Yastrzemski didn't live up'to his pre-season
billing last year. If he can develop this season, the Sox will
be fighting for a first division finish.
8. Kansas City - The Yankees' cousins are still a collection of
rejects; but Dick Howser, Jerry'Lumpe, and Norin Siebern
give the A's a fine infield combination. A poor.hill staff will
spell a" second division finish for the Athletics.
. t. W'ashington - Jimmy Piersall's addition gives the Nats extra
spunk coupled with an average mound crew, but weak hitting,
will,spell the difference.
]0. Los Angeles - Manager Bill Rigney is rebuilding this year
and the Angels are also a sure bet to finish low in the second
division despite a hill staff headed by Grba', McBride, and
,Bowsfield. '

The box score:
,

, ,Simko,cf
, ~IJar.rf
, ;,chuman,2b
: DeG'naro,Ss

4 1
4 1
5 1
5 2
RobI.n~on,c 3 1
: a Sk,blak
2 0
: Cook,c
,0 0
: 'Nh,te,1b
3 0
: ClIsham,1f '4 0
i b<;;re~,:,-,lf
1 0
: D Ag tm,3b 5 0
,Badalato,p -5',1

or

-=-

FAIRFIELD
ab r h rbi

I

2
1
1
3
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
1

AIC
ab r h rbi

01 :(oldziev,cf 4
0IRhicard,ss 1
1 'Ocnuti,ss 4
2lMeucci,1f 5
0 'anis,rf
2
0,St.Amo,1b 2
0IChmura,3b 4
0 '~onczar,2b 3
3 8eete,2b
4
0 Flynn,c
0
0 Leith,' p , 1
O/'dQ'Niell- 1

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 2
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 Ii ~

39 7,11 6"
'31 2 3 Z
i a-walked for Robinson in 8th: b, ran· for ,Clisham in 7th; c-struck out
for RIchard in 2nd; d-struck out for
,Leith in 9th.
Fairfield
500 000 110-'
A. I. C. ..·
200 000 000-1
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Photo by Pete GOM
. Tomorrow' the Stags travel to
SENIOR BILL DERMODY, ,captain of his team, lets one go in a
Long
Island to engage LIU in •
recent· match at the Westport Lanes. Dermody's - team is in
non-l-e9gue game..
enth place with a 35-26 record.

sev-
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By MARTY SIENKO

r-

As the bowling season rapid~
~r~
ly draws to a close, we find Len
Agostino's combine still leading
the pack. Len's team won three
matches last week while his
closest competitor, Dr. Grassi,
garnered only two wins.
The third and fourth place
teams two weeks ago; Connelly
and Torillo, swapped positions
this week in their lfattle for the
number three spot.
As it stands now, anyone of
the first three clubs still have
a chance to win all the marbles.
Of course, at the moment, Agostino's team has a decided advantage; but these other clubs
can't be counted out yet.
According to the statistics of,
the combined' averages of the I
four bowlers on ,each team, the
Agostino four again lead. As a
·Photo by Pete G_
team, they have -compiled a re- T O M LEONARD, Capt. of the winning senior-junior intramural
spectable 160 ave-rage which is b~sket~aU tea:m holds the team trop~y.while congratulatinl' Marty
'
• • •
seven points higher than that SIenko, captaIQ of the frosh-soph winners.
'JfA,TIONAL LEAGUE
of Jack; Maney's club - their - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1. Los Angeles - L.A. sluggers Wally Moon and Frank Howard closest rivals. An -interesting SIDELIGHTS
imd hurlersli~e 'Sandy Koufax and' Don brsyd~ie give the note:, the sheth place Maney
. The New York Football Giants will train here at Fairfield
Dodgers a tea;m which can go all the way this season.
team's average is higher than agam this year, ,according tp Giant 'owner Mara. The seven week '
20 Milwaukee - A trio of veteran hurlers- Spahn,:aurd~tie, that of the second, third, or stay .will -:begin in mld-.Juj.y, (Accor,ding'to an unofficial, source. '
and Buhl, together with sluggers _ Adcock, Mathews, and' fourth place club.
rookies, centers, and quarterb<J,cks will report on July 16. The
Aaron' will shoulder, the burden if the' Braves are to be KEQLER KOUNTS
vets are scheduled to report on July 23. Their stay will be interpennant contenders.
" , , A g o s t i n o , Sc,anlon, and' Dr.' rupted '-by a ten-day trip to the West Coast in August. While
I. San Francisco _ Willie Mays and OI:lando Cepedo give the Grassi ha.ve the high individu:l ~lere, the Giants will m"ke ,th~;r anarters in LOyola :r-r"l',
Giants one Of the best one-two hitters in the league. ,A game!; .wlth 244, 236, <l~d 23;)
mound corps Of Jack Sanford, Bill O'Dell, Mike McCormick, respechve!y -:- Maney With 588
and Billy Pierce will be'the key to Giant success this season. l?r. G~assl WIth 577, and -Agos. .
"
tmo WIth 566 are the pacesetter:'
. 4. C.1nc1n~ati - If Frank RobInson, Va?a !-"m,son, Joey JaY,and for the high individual threeJlI~ O.Toole can c<;m:~ througI: agam I? 62, ,the Reds w~ll game trophy. Dr. Grassi with a
fimsh l~, the first dIV~slOn.. TheIr drubbmg by the Yanks m 170 average still leads Jack
last year s World .SerIes WIll be hard to overcome.
Maney with a 167. A two dollar
I. Pittsburgh - Roberto Clemente and Dick Stuart will,provide fee is being collected from each
the slugging potential to go with pitchers Vernon Law and member of the lea"ue for the
relief specialist Roy Face.
trophies or jackets "'for the in·
II. St. Louis - Picked by some to finish in the first division, dividual and team winners.
the Cards will depend on another good year from Stan'Musial Standings as of April 2 were:
and a hill corps headed 'by Ernie Broglio and Larry Jackson, Team
Won Lost Pinfal1
and rookie sensation Ray Washburn.
Agostino
38
13
38,738
"l. Chicago - Ernie Banks is the offense; but with a mediocre Dr. Grassi. 3-4lh 16% 37,n'
crew of twirlers, the Cubs are a cinch to finish in the second Torrillo
32
19
37,486
division.
Connelly
30% 20% 37,158,
8. ,New York - Despite the presence of the ever colorful Casey Ferugia
29l/2
21112, 37,273
!'noto by l'om ..."".an
Stengel, this new entrant must have at least a season's play Maney
29
22
35,657 W.INNERS of the senior-junior intramural basketball league pose
behind them before they are even a contender for the first Dermody
25
26
34,601' WIth Capt. Tom Leonard. L. to R. are B. Podurgial, D. Eberhard,
division.
Sampson
21
30
'34,520 R. Drake, R. Clarkin, J. Kovaleski, and Leonard. Absent is senior
tAd
.
Grogan
16
35
25,388 Ted Duffy.
. ous on n ~ equate crew of tWIrlers and several sea- Quinlan
15% 35112 30 050 :-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
soned veterans gIVe the Colts some depth, but not enough to
'
r
get them out of the tail end of the standings.
A st).ldy is currently U'nd~rway
FAIRFIELD COUNTY'S LARGEST BANK
10. Philadelphia - The hapless Phils are no longer the 'Whiz at the university to determine
Kids' of the early 50's. Manager Gene Mauch cannot field a the ontological, 'logical order of
A SAFE PROFITABLE PLACE
team of any repute nor can he find an adequate starting rota- apathy. It is being underwritten
FOR YOUR MONEY
tion. The Phillies can look forward to another season at the by the Editorial board' of this
bottom of the standings.
newspaper.
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SERVICE
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THE 'new' \VA Y TO

GENERAL AUTO REPAIRS ALL KIND

SEE &" 'live' EUROPE

SPECIAUZING IN AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION' SERVICE
, TIRES • BATIERIES • ACCESSORIES

Speciali;,ing in
'European Safaris'
FOR SUMMER JOBS OR TOURS WRITE:
AMERICAN STU.DENT
INFORMATION SERVICE
22. A.e. de la'liberto, l\lJombourt:-Cily,
Gr~"d Ducby of lu~embourl

SNOW PLOWING - TOWING -'TUNE-UP SERVICE
ROAD SERVICE -PICK UP & DE:r..rvERY
,

CORNER OF NORTH BENSON & POST ROAD
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SAV,IN

S BANK

9, CONVENIENT OFFICES
FOR THE CORRECT TIME, ANYTIME
DIAL FO 6-4242
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STAG

Stu,dded:Fairfield Nine
To Bolster Stags~,Ch~,nces .

April 13. 1962

I-Iarriers Open Tomorrow
. -, -Against Queells~ College

SOI)}l

By PETER GARRY
buDding exercises. and speed
Now that the early' season
The Stags' spring track squad 'Nork, the team hopes to break
aches and pains have subsided,
£01' 1962 opens. its seas0r;., toc:10r-1 a fe.IN of the schol records, paror at least partially, the Stags
row when it travels to l' Jusnm~: !lcularly the mile relay, .880,
'62 baseball team opened their
to oppose the Queens' colleg2 :lTId the one mile nm.
season April 10 at AIC. Coach:
nmners.
I
Feroleto has almost the same:
infield combination as last year. '
The team this season is scbed- T'I
Senior co-captain::; BillSchuuled for SlX appearances m· .;r·ort
mann and Dick Badolato at sec'Cludjn=~ an entry in the Quc:ensond and third respectively are
'ona Relays where the boys w;r
expected to anchor the squad
encounter thej]' toughest com, 1
.
By PAT HURLEY
and keep them hustling.)\,Iike
~etjt'on of the season. Our 'I
. .
DeGennaro at short and soph
crew, now piloted by Mr. N:cl;, La?t week saw the opemng of
Jimmy White at first are counted
'J-.;aquinto, who recently teo" '~;e mtramnral softball ~eague.
upon to' provide the hitting
·over the reins from )\,11'. E;I ~' nere are ·five teams m. the
gusto that was so sorely lacking
TamaslHlnas, looks to better l~s' .reshman ~ sophomore dIvIsIon.
last year. John Mounhin's abil"ear's.3 win-2 loss record.
The captams 21'e: Pete Cavanity to play two positions gives
. .
. '.
~h, Ed Fort, Ken Kelly, Kurt
,~:le dIfferent. events lme u~ ~(ilt.y, and Chris Parmo.
the Stags needed depth in the
'1.m the followmg eompetltors:
.
.
.
infield.
Larry Longup . . The o.penmg game s~w :ort
)1)r:inters
The outfield sizes up as probBruce L'nsky and Charlie Bi- 'beat .Cavanagh, 3-1. .Blll S,ewably the. fastest and best, de110:\'1as. In the middle distances. artaI?ed the ca~se wIth a hmne
fensively, in the history of the
including the 440. 880. anrl t1~~ ruIl; .101' the vIctors. In other
school. Juniors Paul Simko and
mile relay, Jim~y Daly and ~CtlVlt~) Kelly beat Parill? 2-1
Rich . Greene and sophs Don
Mickey Finneyfi'?;ure to fill the mth t.le ~elp of an untImely
, Pijar and Joe Clisham can really I
bill. Captain Jack Barry. Peter error late 111 the game. Cavan- haul down the long drives.
I
h bounced bac;, after h1S loss
':}arry, and Paul McNulty will.
=~
The catching department is;
i cover the Ion,; distance races. .~~Fort ~~d ou slu";,;ed KIlty.;
~. well-manned by returning letPhoto by P~le Coos I
In the field events our hiqh A-II. LallY R-affert) slammea
termen Don Cook and Joe ,!T!!,~TYFmLDERJoe D'Agos- jumpers include Carl Orland~, a four-~agger to nail down ~he
D'Agostin. These are capably tIn 63 poses for a Stag photog- Bill Fabri and Frank Mc- game o~ the week by toppmg
backed by the addition of sophs rapheI'. Joe is ~ converted catch- A~ultv' Dole vaulting will victory. Ed Fort won his second
Dick Robinson and Bill Albergo. er and fi"\'lIreS ,.prominantly . in Jack F~ntanella and Mike Cur- Kelly-'s team. 5-4. Charlie Hunt's
The pitching corps revolves manager Feroleto's platoonmg 1
home run C"'-,"0~ +" "I" enough
y
Photo by Pete Goss
about Ed Skibiak who last year system.
. ht
_e '
. 1 d D
'~r the winning margin.
O ur welg . men mc u e en-.
.SOPH JIMl\'1Y WHITE snares a was plagued by an early-season
, .' '
nis
Fitzgerald,
Nino
NistJ'i.
and
h Even thougn lne fields are
bjgh throw in a recent pl'actice. sore arm and manag/ld only a
.Jim has won a starting berth at 2-2 record. Juniors Dick Fagan Wagner and Andy Donnelly Pat Hurley, and javelin men in- s adowed by. the new ~QrmI
elude Tom Mettling, and Bob tory, the spmt and play ~" th,e
first base,
and Jack Maney and sophs Ken round out the staff.
The Fairfield nine is an ex- 'F'-:ienbach
games are not. If last week s
------------------------------tremely fast team with al1 ade- ~C
.,'
1
.'_
_, activity is a sign of things to
,~~~~~~~-~~% .#-~~~~-~~--,
Se~lOI Gary lVIu..lel b th<: come, there will be m2ny fine
quate defense. The two main
spots are generally con- ~eam s mana.'jer and a great <;ames :n1ayed before the' sea,
{l Mother always
l twuble
oon's ene'!.
side!-ed to be a lack of pitching ..elp to the runners.
I
It's you r
~ i
I depth and the absence of a long With the ~." h"~is in the The standings as of April 6
I
~
told me to
il ball hitter.
practIces so far on strengtn were:

I

I

Ileads Loo:p
I\.·fter First W cek

I

;:'5

be

I

*

:

tapered shape
. and your

·11
I

:
i

1. ,:,

hopsacking look
that get me.;.

f
I

•
"

lonk for the blue ·Itlbel*

::

J@ft

~ :~:

:lQ1;):l!

----------.-----------

Spotlight On

'

--- I

N.Y.

W

Fort
........, ...
Cavanagh
Kel1y

o

1

1
1

1
stein wanted to give Paret, as, T{iJtv
o
1
The b~g story in New Ycrk Champion, every chance to win. : Parillo.
1
o
spores, prior to the return of
You can't bJame- Emile Grif-I
the, major league basepall seaC'l~ ,~- . _.
sen, is the controversial death Jith, who was in the ring' to re-I c:'l"
gain his Championship and art i
' . . . . ,. . . ,"!;;<ITH' e~
of Benny HKid" Paret, ex-welterwe::;ht champ:on of the the money, notoriety and yes,! D 1· . .
honor, that goes with it. A' "'!f.a.tOrS.
(n~-JOi n., H~
'Norld.
fighter
doesn't
stop
punching
in
Ji'
"
,
1.
. '
Benny was knocked out in the the middle of a fight to see how "'- Off 11lal .,;f~a:n
. QeS
tweifth round of a title defense his opponent is feeling, he stops
.
'
R:,:ainst Emile Griffith and died -only when the fi':{ht is stopped
With the March :'lOth issue,
ten days later, failing to resain or his opponent is counted out. the STAG, Fairfielu's student
consc:.ousness. Since the fight, This is a cold, hard fact in a '1eWS-p3l)er. continl1 ed the Ediinvestigators have SOU.'5ht to put cold, hard sport. Besides, at tors' experiments with the newsthe blame on something or first, Benny didn't appear to be paper's format and content.
someone specific and have failin as bad a state as he actually
The length of the page ined to find a scapegoat.
was. It was only when the fight creases from thirteen-and-a-half
When something tragic like had been stopped and Benny to sixteen inches to attract bigthis happens, there is bound to slipped slowly to the canvas ·o·er. better - paving advertising.
be a lingering bad taste in the that there was any indication of Jeff Clairmont '64, Advertising
mouths of the public. "Where," the gravity of his condition.
Editor, recommended this policy
they ask, "does the fault lie?"
Where then does the blame to the Editors at the first meet"Who is to blame for, this man's lie? It must be said that the ing in February. The change has
death?"
been under consideration since
In the words of Benny Paret's responsibility for Paret's death then. To compensate for the inmanager, Manuel Alfaro, the belongs to boxing alone. Death creased costs, resulting from the
fault lies in "circumstances." in the ring is one of the ulti- new length, the paper's weight
By "circUlnstances," Alfaro most mate risks of the game. Both is reduced from the heavy gloss
likely means the ins and Quts Griffith and Paret were aware previously used.
of the fight game, its dangers of this as they climbed into the
.The format changes several
and its risks. The blame cer- ring to face the first opponents other ways. The Editorial Page
is' now moved from page two to
ta'inly cannot be put on referee of their respective careers.
But men die in other sports, page four to open the inaugural
Ruby Goldstein, recognized as
the most competent third man too. Last year, at least eleven pages of each issue ·to more
in the ring today. He' stopped deaths were attributed to iniur- news. Richard M. Lawless '64.
the fie'ht ~s soon as he realized ies suffered in high school foot- Features Editor, established the
Benny was unconscious. Paret ball games alone as' compared Reviews page.
The front page masthead was
had a well-known reputation as to eight in professional boxing
a "Catcher"; a fighter who takes all over the world. Yet. no one reduced in size with the March
a lot of punishment in order to suggests the banning offootball. 2nd issue.
Bylines and photo credits apget in his own punches.
Let s not forget that boxmg pear regularly to recognize staff
Goldstein had this in mind as has done a lot of good. It has members' work.
did countless fans when Grif- kept underprivileged youngsters
Future. experiments and perfith had Paret on the ropes, out of trouble with the police, manent changes will appear
ounching hard and fast. Paret a prime example of which is with each issue. according to
had stood up to many such vol- Floyd Patterson: It has given James Moore,' Editor. "The
leys in the past, even· in this oppressed nationalities a means paper is trying to use every
same fight and had come back of raising themselves on the I method .conceivable to expose
twice as hard. This was also a social totem, pole. The good the student body to a quality
Championship fight and Gold- that it has done far outweighs collegiate journal. The changes
the evil that may have resulted completed were suggested by
from it. Therefore, I see no rea- the various Editors. However, to
TAP ROOM
RESTAURANT
son for the death Gf Benny insure a continued interest in
Paret, tragedy though it may the perfecting of the STAG, new
be, to spell the end for box- members are always needed. In
ing.··
January, if not before, a new
1418 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD
I slate of editors must be compos~ 1
I ed. The newspaper needs every
. bit of publicity and attention
". LETTER ,
possible frQm Faculty me~bers.
(C~mi'd from Page it Col. 3)
especially recommendation by
a proOlem "such as the staff."
F h
G'd
C
1"
:.lti~-...-.'III My remarks are directed to the
res man U1 ance ounse ors,
entire student body,' not to one indi- Mr, Moore emphasized the l1€ed
vidual or class. The closing in the f r
b
t t' g that
above letter is indicative of someone 0 new' mem ers,. s a In , . .
with a personal axe" to grind who. the majority of next year's apthrough unfounded charges, has left pointments will be members of
himself wide open to this r:::.~~~l. I the present' Freshman elass.
By JEFF CA1VIP1lELL
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Keds "Court King"
for tennis and
all casual wear

Keds taper·toe
Champion® in new,
breezy hopsacking

Nobody's really suggesting romance will be yours if you wear
U.S. Keds. But it is true that Keds are the best-fitting, the most
comfortable, good-looking and long-wearing fabric casuals you
can buy, Because Keds are made with costlier fabrics. With an
exclusive shockproofed arch cushion and cushioned innersole.
tn short, with all those "extras" that make them your best buy
in t~~ l~l1g, f~un" H~a~ for yo~u~, nearest Keds dealer..Get that
Kedslotikithat
~eds,'Jih~-::,:GET
THAIGREAT KEllS FEELING!
,
.
"

~.!lot~ lUi: lIeds'and

the. blue 'label'are registered trademarks <If

'U ... it~:cD '.5 t al.. e s Rub be r
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By George Cincotta

paintings. April 8 through
Behan author. Curtain: 8:30;
New York
April 29.
Mat. 3:00.
State Fair
Metropolitan Museum of Art Red Roses For :Me
Paramount Theatre (Broadway
(Fifth Avenue and 82nd Sheet)
Greenwich Mews (141 West
at 43rd Street). Musical.
"Recent Additions to the Col13th Street). Drama; Sean Black Tights
lection of Renaissance Art."
O'Casev aut hoI' .. Curtain:
Plaza (58th Street east of
April 8 through May 6.
Weekd~ys - 8:40; Saturday,
Madison Avenue). Musical.
"'00 , 8'00
7 :CO
Museum of the City of New York
" 10 :00 ; S un d ay-".
. . A View from the Bridge
DeMille (47th
Street at 7th
(Fifth ·Avenue and 103rd Street) The Blacks
.
Avenue). Drama.
. "Young Eyes, Young Hands"
St. Marks Playhouse (133 2nd
by New York Children. April
Avenue). Drama; Jean G·enet Testament of Orpheus
5th Avenue Cinema (12th
8 through April 29.
author. Curtain: Weekdays.
\
Street at 5th. Avenue). Drama.
8:30; Saturday - 7:00, 10:00, M d
Sh S
Muse l.lm of Modern. Art (11 West
I ur ei'
e ays
53rd Street)
Sunday - Matinee.
"Frank Lloyd Wright" archi- PI,ws For Bleecker Street
~~~~etS~~e~~/~~~~~:). ~~~~
tecture. April 8 through May 6.
Circle in the Square (15fi
d
Bleecker Street). D I' a rna;
e y.
Museum .of Primitive Art' (l5 . Thornton Wilder author. Cur- Judgement At Nuremberg
West 54th Street)
tain: Weekdays _ 8:40; Friday
RKO Palace (47th Sttret at
"Gods With Fangs" by the
9:30; Saturday _ 8:00, 10:30.
Broadway). Drama.
Chavin Civilization of Peru. A Man For All Seasons
EI Cid
A,Pril 8 through May 6.
Anta Theatre (52nd Street
Warner (Broadway at 47th
F.1\T.1=l
•
.
r-:
west
of
Broadway).
Drama.
_
Street).
Drama.
TH _.... , West Side Story
New 'York
Gideon
Plymouth (West 45th Street).
Rivoli Theatre (Broadway at
Openings Last Week:
Comedy; Patty Chayefsky.
49th Street). Musical.
Entertain A Ghost
I Can Get It For You Wholesale
SPORTS
ActQrs Playhouse (loa Seventh
Shubert Theatre (225 West
Avenue South) Drama; Louis
44th Street). Musical; Harold
New York
Peterson author. Curtain: 7:30.
Rome author.
i.
BOlseball:
i Anta Matinee
No Strings
A'Jr.l1 13-15: Mets home against
Theatre de Lys (121 Christo54th Street Theatre 54th Street
PIttsburgh. (Doubleheader
I
pher Street). Program of short
east of Broadway). Musical;
S~mday)
April 3. 1962
. plays: Sweet of You to Say So
Richard Rodgers author.
AprIl. 21-22: Yankees hom e
Meeting was opened with a prayer.
by Page Johnson. The Squirrel
Bridgeport
agamst Cleveland. (DoubleAbsent - None
by Jack Dunphy. Curtain: 2:30. Make A Million
header Sunday).
Excused - Mr. Floyd
~osmersholm
Majestic Theatre. Musical; Am·il. 27-29: .Mets home against
Late - None
4th Street Theatre (83 East
Polka Dot Players anthors
PhIladelphIa.
(Doubleheader
Minutes were accepted as read.
4th Street). Drama; Henrik
Curtain: Anril 13th, at 8:40.
Sunday).
Committee Reports
Ibsen. Curtain: 7:30.
MOVIES
May 5-6: Yankees home ~gainst
Treasurer - We have a balance of $664.90.
i ~Gng of the Whole Damn World
Fairfield
Washington.
(Doubleheader
Activity Committee - No report.
Jan Hus 351 E'lst 74th Street). Lover Come Back
Sunday).
Leg~slative Committee - Amendments to the Russian Club
Musical; George Panetta and
County Cinema (King's High- M~Y. 11-13: Mets home against
Constitution will be presented in the form of a motion.
Robert Larimer authors. Curway at Fairfield Route 1A).
~I1:Ilwaukee.. (Doublehead~r
Also, the amendments to the C.K.S. constitution will be
tain: 7:30.
Comedy.
;:,aturday; NIght game FrIday).
returned to that club due to inherent contradictions.
Venus At Large
The Children's Hour
May 18-20: Y a n k e e shame
Grievance Committee - Mr. Aquavia - I spoke to Fr. Kelly
Morasco (217 West 45th Street)
Merritt. Drama.
against Minnesota.. (Doubleabout' the mimeograph machine and will present my sugComedy; Henry Denker au- A Majority of One
he~der Sunday; NIght game.
gestion in the form of a motion.
thor. Curtain: 7:30.
Community (Post Road at
FrIday).
Publicity Comm~Uee -No Report.
Notables:
Unquowa Place). Comedy.
Horse Racing:
College Bowl - We had a contest with iona on April 1 and The Hostage
Summer and Smoke
.
lost. Fr. Nickerson was the moderator. This will be the
One Sheridan Square West
Beverly 'Theatre
(Fairfield Aqueduct
Excelsior Handicap; 4:30 p.m.
end of the College Bowl this year but we may have a
(4th Street between 6th and
Avenue and Black Rock TurnSaturday.
contest among our own team.
7th Avenue). Comedy; Brendan
pike). Drama.
Honor Committee - No report.
Bridgeport
NOTIGES
Motor Inn - We returned $22.55 with a total of 14 returns.
The Outsider
Josh White - Folk Singer
Program Comimttee - It will cost $25.00 for 500 programs
Loew's Poli (325 Main Street).
Staples High School; April
about $.05 (five cents) a copy. I suggest that we charge
~Drama.
13, 8:40.
ten cents a copy and use ads as another source of revenue.
. lSSlon
n
Two Women, and Paris Blues
Fairfield University Glee Club
Klein Memorial, Bridgeport;
w Business
Warner. Dramas.
April 13, 8:30.
Motion - Mr. Fitzgerald - That the Council allocate $25.00
Stratford
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
to the C.I~.L. for the expenses for senior elections.
A Congress to stimulate lay The Four Horsemen of the
sec. dis. p a s s e d .
mission activity in Latin Amer- Apocalypse
Milford High School; April 14,
8:30.
Next the Blazer Companies came forth for the school ica, planned by and for college . Stratford Theatre. Drama.
blazer bid.
students and recent graduates,
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY _
Motion - Mr. Drake - That the Council banquet be held will be held at the Bronx camVARSITY BASEBALL SCHEDULE
at the Continental Restaurant.
pus of FOTdham University on
1962
sec. dis. passed.
Palm Sunday, April 15, 1962
Motion _ Mr. Titus _ That the Council choose Robert Rollins Sponsored by the New York So.xil
·ty Un'I'on
and endoI'sed by 14 - Saturday
- Long Island U..
.
"
away - 1:00
dall
'
.
,
.co. for the Blazer fittings.
such leading lay mission organi- 17 - Tuesday - Hunter ..
home
sec,. dis.
zatl'ons as the Papal Volunteers 18 - Wednesday - *U. of Bridgeport
, home
Amendment - That these blazers be distributed in per-"
.
for Latin America (PAVLA), 24 - Tuesday - *Fairleigh-Dickinson
.
away
son by Rollins.
the Association for International 27 - Friday - *Rider
home - 3:30
sec. dis. passed.
Development (AID), Grail, Wo- May
Main Motion - passed
man Vol n tee I' Association 1 - Tuesday - Quinnipiac
home - 3:30
Motion -'Mr. Ganim - That the Council approve the fol- (WVA) and ExtensiOn Volun- 3 - Thursday - U. of Hartford
away _ 3:30
lowing amendments to the Russian Club Constitution teers, the Congress will repre- 5 - Saturday - *St. Peter's
away - 1:00
and this be done ad Seriatem.
sent a decisive step on the col- 8 - Tuesday - *Upsala
.
away
1) Amendment to article 4, section 1, in the form of an lege level toward affirmation 10 - Thursday _ *Seton Hall
.'
home _ 3:30
addition. An officer who misses any three meetings auto- and sUPPOl't of the lay mission 1.4 - Monday - C.Vl. Post...
away
matically be dismissed from the office.
ideal.
16 _ Wednesday _ U. of Bridgeport .
away
sec. dis. defeated.
Mr. James J. Lamb, director 19 - Saturday - Queens
home - 2:00
Suggestion to the Russian Club - The amendment should of AID, will present the keynote
* Collegiate Baseball League game.
read: An officer who misses any three meetings without address following Mass a.t the
All games save those designated start at 3:00 p.m.
a sufficient excuse may be dismissed by majority vote of University chapel. Informal diS-I ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:::;.;;;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
the active members in secret ballot.
cussions led by representatives
2) Amendment to article 5, section 1, part A, in the form of the various lay missiOn groups
of an addition. Active are those who by their atten~ance will point up the specific funcindicate their activity and .interest in the club.
tions of the lay missioner. The
3) Amendment to article 5, section 4, part B, in the form program will permit delegates
of an addition. The chairman of the circle shall appoint to attend several of these discustwo members to sort and count the votes in the presence sions during the course of the
of the electorate.
daY.
sec. dis. passed.
College students and recent
4) Amendment to article 5, section 5, part C, in the form college graduates may obtain
of an addition. At election time the Secretary of the further information ab<Jut the
circle shall make provision~ for the printing 'of ballots Congress by writing to Mr;. Kenfor the coming election.
neth Hepburn, .Box 526, Fordsec. dis. passed.
ham University, New York 58.
Shaun Sullivan (SEC)
New York.

ART EXHIBITIONS
Fairfield
Merritt Parkway Motor Inn
Paitings 'of Ray and Redding
Ridabock, April 8 through
April 23.
7airfield Public Library
Travel exhibit, with emphasis
on Peru, April 9 through April
21 (Daily 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.; Saturdays 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Bridgeport
YWCA
Watercolors by Betty Christensen, April 8 through April 27
(Daily 9:30': 9:30; Saturdays
9:30 - 6 : 3 0 ) '
Westport
:'-Tew Englander Motor Hotel
Oils, watercolors, and pastels
by Stephen Lesnick, April 8
through April 25 (Daily 2 p.m.'5 p.m.)
"""31nt Bucket (Sherwood Square)
Portraits and abstract impressionist 'work by Harriet 'de-

Forest of Weston, April 13 and
14 (Daily 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.)
New York
Midtown Galleries (17 East 57th
Street)
Paintings of Robert Vickery
of Fairfield, April 9 through
May 5.
American Watercolor Society
(1083 Fifth Avenue)
'.
Prize winners from Faii.-field,
April 8 through April 22
. (Daily 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.)
.
Charles' Theatre Art Galleries
12th Street and Avenue B)
Work by Frank, Geist, King,
and others. April 13 through
May 9.
Albert Loeb Galleries (l2 East
57th Sti'eet)
Work by Dufour, daSilva, Arp,
and others. April 14 through
May '26.
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum (1071 Fifth Avenue)
Antoni Tapies and Leger

STUDENT COUNCIL
MINUTES

I

i

F dh
I
or am, Jay AI·· Co gr·ess
Tomorrow

u

Your Best Bet
• FOR SPORTS FASHIONS
• 'FOR DRESS FASHIONS

TOWNE
....

CLEANERS
3 HOUR DRY ClEANING

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
(Min. age 19 & completi'on of at least 1 year of college)

GRADUATE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS
THE ASSOCIAnON OF PRIVATE CAMPS
comprising 350 outstanding Boys. Girls. Brother-Sister
and Co-Ed Camps, located throughout the New England.
Middle Atlantic States and Canada•

6 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE

• . • INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES' concerning summer employment as Head
Counselors, Group Leaders, Spe.cialties, General Counselors.

1225 Post Road

Write, Phone, or Call in Person
Association of Private Camps - Dept. C

I

COpp. Post Office)

Maxwell M. Alexander, Executive Director

55 West 42nd Street,

OX 5-2656.,

New York 36. N.Y.

• FOR SCHOOL FASHIONS

/
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:Fll Radio-Phono
PM Prize May II

Cal1isius Academy Hosts' Theology
Lecture By Fr. J. Burghardt, S.J.

Someone Can't Read

By JOHN SULLIVAN
modern Christian can more fully
A portable FM transistor radioRev. Walter J. Burghardt, S.J., understand what. her Son is by phonograph will be awarded as
seeing what she is.
. PM brand
first prize in the last
delivered a lecture entitled
A question period followed in
"Jesus - or Mary" on Monday, which further emphasis was rounQup contest of the current
A~Fil 2 at 8:30 p.m. in Gonza1\3
placed upon points of particular semester, according to Michael
Amlitori1.lm, Fr. Burghardt. prointerest.
T. Kiernan, campus representa-I
fessor of Patristics at Woodstock
This
was
the
la~t
of
the
tive.
A transistor radio will be
CoHeo:e in Maryland, spoke before a near-capacity crowd of ~~~nte~~~;~~ss o;nC~~~~~~p~~~1.; a,:arded to the second prize
students. reJigiol1s and guests.
theological problems.
"Vlnner.
Introducing Fr. Burghardt.
. The contest which began last
Rev~ J?l1les D. Walsh, S.J. point6
week }'Jill run t.hrough Friday,
ed O~lt the imoortance of this J(
··iernan ,. 2 Awar!lcd May 11. 'J;'hedrawing will take
"fi.~ld of great' interest to all
Americans;' in which Fr. Burg- iVlal'uueUe FeUowshil,lplace- on that date in Loyola
cafeteria.
hardt is expert. He also stated
',,'!
Name and address should be
tha,t this topic will probably be
placed on each empty pack and
of prime impor::tanceat the
.deposited· in the collection boxes
EC1'Q1enical Councjl in ·October.
located in Loyola and Gonzaga·
Fr.. Burghardt dealt with 'the
Halls. Empty Marlboro, Parlia- '
question of Mary's place in
ment, Alpine and PM CommandCc1tholic devotion, her relation
.er packs are eligible eritries for
to . Christ, and her; role as "the'
the contest. There is no limit on
Mother of Go·d. "In Catholic
the number of packs that may
tholl!!ht." he said. "Our Lady is
be submitted..
. not a figt;re set off in isolation.
M'lry is what she is because
Ch~;st is· what. He is."
Fr. Burghardt emphasized two
ot themaior prerogatives which
'Catholic theolo.!!y.assigns to Our
0
Ladv~ T1;lese. weY'e:'
,
By NED aUiNN
units af the Fairfield ,¥otor Inn
By FRED DIETERLE
. 1: Mary's central. privilege The Cardinal Key Society is ha-ve been reserved for the use
"The number aqd quality of
b~iil,~ the M6ther of God. Church ..
presenting the second Annual of parents. Members of the sen- dental students is decreasing
dogma concerning both her
S . P
t' W k d M
5 ior class are asked to bring dates while the nee-d is increasing,"
earthly. motherhood and her di~
emor . aren s , ee en
ay
stated Dr. Gerard McGuirk,
vine motherhood has 'evolved
and 6. Stephen Carberry and and have them stay with par-' D.D:S. at the Mend-el Club meetfr0m the clarification of, various
Shaun SuUivanare the co- ents during the weekend. The ing on April 4th. Dr. McCuirk
heresies during .the time of the
chairmen.
Key expects' some three hundred lectured on· Oral Surgery.
early Church.
The
cost
of
the
weekend
is
to three hundred and fifty peo~
The father of Jerry McGuirk
MICHAEL
T.
KIERNAN
'62
2. Three privileges concerning
Ie at the weekend. The entire '64, Fairfield Pre-Med student,
Mary's divine motherhood: her'
Michael T. Kiernan '62 has t'en d 0 II aI'S per person. L et t'ers P
the Doctor graduated from FordImmaculate Conception, her Per. t an t - will be sent to parents' enabling faculty and administration have ham Busl'ness School, but, not
been awarde d a $1600 aSSlS
petual Virginity and her Glori- ship for graduate study in Eng- them to make reservations. Fifty been invited.
fully satisfied with the career
ions Assumption.
lish at Marquette University.
The events begin on Saturday he chose, returned for the neces"The laymen's devotion to the Tuition and laboratory fees will WEEKEND PRICE SCHEDULE afternoon at 1 p.m. with regis- sary courses for his 'D.D.S.,
Blessed Mother is continually be remitted as part of the grant.
specializing in oral surgery. At
growing. stated Fr. Burghard.t.
Mr. Kiernan, a candi d ate f or F The
' 1price
W kford the k Dogwood
d 1 tration. At three o'clock a tea pr'esent,. he' l'S an l'nstructol' at
He went on to show that the a Bachelor of Arts degree in eshva
ee en pac age ea. reception will be held in Loyola N.Y.U.
English this June, will serve' as will be $23, a savings of $4.50. Lounge. At the tea the parents
The lecture was accompanied
research assistant at Marquette, A special sub·package !leal may will have an opportunity to be by slides of case histories in Dr.
while studying for his Master's also be purchased for $8.50. This formally introduced to the fac- McGuirk's work and dealt with
degree. Upon completing his includes the Friday night Form- ulty and administration. At 4:30 tumors of the mouth and throat
graduate studies, he plans to al Prom and Post· Formal Party. there will be a social gathering areas and infected bone tissues
-".
teach Irish and English literaTickets for the entire weekend at the Fairfield Motor Inn. In of the jaw.
By ROBERT W, DILLON
ture on the college level.
will be on sale at the Xavier the· evening the Drama Society
The audience was composed
The English Department of
While at ""airfield he served as cafeteria ticket booth from 9 will present a production in the of students from the various
Fairfield University will conduct Editor-in-Chief of the STAG. He a.m. to 3 p.m. every weekday. auditorium. Later there will be science departments, but Prean Irish Literature course, on has contributed to NEW FRON.:- The booth is now open and will a dance at Fr. Coleman Hall of Dental students were the majorthe undergraduate level, start- TIERS and his poetry has been' close May 13.
the Knights or Columbus.
ity. The talk evidenced the
ing next September. The course included in the American ColA list of prices for the entire
Sunday, events begin at 10:00 myriad special fields within the
will give Gaelic historical, social, lege Poetry Society's anthology. weekend is as .follows:
'
a.m. with Mass and a Commun- Dental career.
and literary backgrounds exVice Prefect of the Sodality
Friday Night Forinal. $6.50 ion breakfast. Rev. W. Healy,
A short question and answer
tending from mythological days of Our Lady of Fairfield' during per couple: Post Formal. $3.50 S.J., will be tli.e guest speaker, period followed concerning dentto Modern Irish Poetry.
his junior and senior' years, he per couple: Saturday afternoon This will be followed by open al school and applications.
The two semester, six credit is a member of the Knights of picnic, $5.00 per couple: Satur- 'house on campus and all three
Sign observed on a tree in a
course,. an English majors' elec- Columbus and has been a mem- day night Festival of Stars. $6.00 floors of Loyola Hall will be fenced-in area near Lakewood,
tive but open to any others in- bel' of the campus Drama So- per couple: Sunday Communion open for the inspection of par- N.J.: "No Trespassing. Violators
terested, will be conducted by ciety.
Breakfast. $3.00 per couple: Sun· ents. The weekend concludes will be prosecuted to the fullest
Mr. Michael McDonnell, former
A graduate of Meriden (Conn.) day afternoon jazz party. $3.50 with a Glee Club concert at 2:30 extent of the law."
assistant instructor of Irish Liter- High School. Mr. Kiernan is a $27.50 per couple.
p.m.
- Sisters of Mercy.
ature at Villanova University. A membel' of the National Honor r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.a
graduate of Fairfield University, Society and a three year recipiwith a B.S.s.. degree, he received ent of the Meriden Record Co.
his M.A. from Villanova. Mr. journalism scholarship.
McDonnell, a former candid'ate
This is the second grant that
AND
for a Fulbright· Scholarship to Mr. Kiernan has been awarded.
Dublin, Ireland, is presently in- He also was offered a position
structor of English at Fairfield. as a teaching assistant in.. the
According to Mr. McDonnell, Graduate English department of
the new course is "primarily in- Niagara University.
ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
tended to remove the veil of
SPECIAL
RATES TO THOSE ATTE]\TJ)ING THE
Don't smoke in bed: The ashes
Irish Romanticism and sentimentality which enshrouds Irish that fall on the floor may be
Americans."
you own.
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'SHA.DOW', DANCE HIGfILIGI-IT
PARENT'S.WEEI{END MAY 5, 6
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Caelic Lit. Conrse
Opens In Sent.

I

BRIDGEPORT MOTOR INN
GREEN COMET·DINER
DOGWOOD FESTIVAL

Colonial Travel
Bureau, Inc.
Milton Foster, Pres.
Comple:le Travel Servicce
Air - Land - Sea
Specializing in Domestic &
Foreign Group Tours
'953 Post Road

Fairfield

CL 6-1064

A SWEET BIRDIE!

MOTOR INN

run of a motion picture, but it's' the
truth! "LOVER COME BACK" is now in
its. 9th record week, No need to go
into details because, if you haven't seen
this nne romantic comedy, you should
before Tennessee Williams' newest film
comes flying in. The title of this new
picture, our next attraction, is uSWEET
BIRD OF YOUTH," soon to be presented
at

THE COUNTY CINEMA
120 King's Highway. Fairfield
EDison 4·1411

GREEN
COMET
DINER

BRIDGEPORT

It sounds funny describing a successful

OFFERS YOU
AND YOUR GUESTS
THE FOLLOWING
SPECIAL RATES
•
•
•
•

OFFERS YOU AND
YOUR GUESTS A
$ 7.00
$10.00
. $12.00
.. $14.00

ONE PERSON
TWO PERSONS
THREE PERSONS,
FOUR PERSONS
KEEP YOUR
PARTY TOGETHER!

FRED REICI-IERT & SON

100/0
DISCOUNT
ALWAYS PROMPT AND
CHEERFUL SERVICE
JUST GOOD FOOD
- TOPS IN TOWN

MAKE YOUR
RESERVATIONS TODAY!

CALL FO 7-4404

MEN· YOUNG MEN'S CLOTHING
24 HOUR ROOM SERVICE

S pedal Prices on Blazers for Groups
993 BROAD STREET

WNAB BLDG,

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN

GREEN COMET
DINER

88 KINGS HIGHWAY
FO 7-4404

90 KINGS HIGHWAY
FO 8-9471
FAIRFIELD

